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In the forefront of those portalems yet to be adequately ad-
dressed in ^reparation for future long-term space missions are the
many issues surrounding who and how to select and train crew mem-
bers- for such flights. Given the important point that the human
element is often the moat variable and least reliable in any hu-
man-machine complex, the demands of selecting and training cre-v/s
for space .missions of considerably longer duration and greater com-
plexity than previously acheived must
 :ce considered paramount in
future space flight "programming. Indeed, the solution to many of
the psychosocial demands of spaceflight can be ultimately reduced
to our ability to anticipate the consequences of long-term space-
flight for the human organism and to compensate for these condi-
tions through the selection and training of individuals most ca-
pable of dealing with these consequences either through their
own innate personalities and abilities or through specific and
generalized training. In effect, the topic of crew selection and
training enco.mpassses all the other topics covered in this volume.
Beyond the technical enginoergin requirements of space flights and
those human factor elements which can be resolved or minimized
through engineering design considerations the remainder of the
problems will probably be either minimized or enlarged depending
upon our ability to select and train a superiorcrew. This parti-
cular chanter will detail some of the factors relevant to this
•
*
selection r^nd training process and outline those areas where our
current knowledge is weakest.
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.SELECTION CRITERION CATEGORIES
Based on our previous experiences with ere1// selection, v/s
can assume that there v/ill be three Important broad avenues of •
consideration for future missions (1): 1) technical qualifica-
tions and expertise, 2) .medical fitness and ability to tolerate
the various conditions of space, and 3) psychosocial considera-
tions including personality structure, motivation, intelligence,
leadership potential, group compatibility, etc. Vvhile the pri-
mary emphasis here will be on this third category, several impor-
tant points can be noted v/itrh respect to the first two.
TECHNICAL, QUALIFICATION CRITERIA
In the early phases of the manned space program the .main cri-
teria for selection of astronauts centered around recruiting in-
dividuals already best qualified professionally and physically
(2). NASA and the Space Task Group jointly explored professions
most likely to furnish the technical skill and adaptability neces-
sary to produce astronauts. These included: aurcraft pilots (3)>
balloonists, submariners, deep sea divers, mountain climbers (if),
Arctic and Antarctic explorers, flight surgeons, and scientists
that included physicists, astronomers, and meteorologists. In
19593 hov/ever, the President issued instructions that only active
military test pilots v/ere to be used as astronauts in Project Mer-
Cery. While individuals from other professions, v;ho doubtless
could have become astronauts given time and training, v/ere by-
passed there v/ere several distinct advantages to restricting the
selection group to military test pilots. For example, these in-
•
diviciuals already had extensive medical records, officer effec-
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tiveness ratings, records summarizing combat experience, educa-
tional history, ixv/ard^ and decorations received, and had already
been through numerous selection processes in order to become test
pilots (5-10). Technically, there were certainly specific advan-
tages. Each candidate had a college degree in one of the engineer-
ing or physical sciences and at least 1500 hours of flying time-
.much of it in jet aircraft (11). Thus, these individuals had al-
ready experienced many of the psychological stresses of flight
under unusual conditions and had proven themselves outstanding.
In addition, they \vere very experienced with the .military system
of leadership and presumably felt more comfortable with the NASA
command structure than would have non-military personnel. There
seems to be some very sound justifications for selecting future
spaceflight pilots from among the ranks of those laready experi-
enced -with flight control systems, engineering, and the dangers
of. experimental flight crafts.. However, there was no readily ana-
logous pool from which to draw the scientist-astronauts of the
late 1960*3 or those to serve during the Space Shuttle era. In-
stead, a general public announcement was issued by NASA inviting
interested scientists to apply with the National Research Coun-
cil designated to determine scientific professional competence
and qualifications. At this point the selection process became
more complicated and illustrates some of the difficulties which
may pose problems for future successful selection and training.
There were several striking differences -in the personalities,
behavior, and attitudes of this new group. These will be covered
in the later section of Psychological Determinants of Selection.
•
V/hile it is difficult to. make gross generalizations between ca-
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reer profession and personality structure, it is safe to say that
on the whole individual:: frorr: such widely divergent technical back-
grounds as those of pilot-astronauts and scientist-astronauts do
have major differences in orientation, interest, attitudes, and
behavior. This has some important implications for. selecting and
maintaining groups in space. As we look toward future spaceflights
where the number and type of individuals will be even more diverse
the possiblities of intra- and inter-group friction increases.
Originally, crew members came iron; similar backgrounds (the ma-
jority v/e re first born children from the Midwest), had similar pro-
fessional aspirations, and indeed were selected' so as
 :to include
those with certain personality similarities. This was ideal for
the original missions which included only a fey; crew members at
any one time involved in flights of relatively short duration.
However, as the size of crew and length of .missions increases the
importance of knowing what similarities and/or differences yield
the most effective and efficient crews becomes quite critical.
The important point here is that there is probably some strong
interactions between professional orientation and personality
structure which will make selection processes for professionally
heterogenous crews considerably more complicated. Is it the case
for example, that we wish to have the scientist-astronaut psycho-
logical criteria be the same or different from those of astronaut-
pilots? Previous research in the Antarctic suggests 'that consi-
derably different demographic and personality characteristics pre-
dict success in year long missions, among different- professional
categories (12). These findings suggest that for future space
*
crew selections our. appr.oach may have to be considerably more di-
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verse and that perhaps even separate selection criteria .may be
necessary for different categories of technical and professional
expertise.
MEDICAL QUALIFICATIONS
Over the past 2j5 years an extensive battery of medical tests
has been developed and included as part of the astonaut selection
program. While this was most important during earlier flights,
the necessity of stringent medical qualifications v/ill probably
continue to diminish as space flight becomes more routinue (al-
though the liklihood of reducing the qualifications to those re-
quired for regular commercial aircraft flight is unlikely in the
near future). As'we anticipate those potential problems involved
in long term space travel there .may be a need to shift the focus
of medical selection to other factors rather than sheer endurance.
For instance, as we begin to better understand the mechanisms un-
derlying space .motion sickness it may prove useful to include
tests which will select for those less susceptible to the ternpor-
rarily debilitating effects of this phenomenon. Certainly this is
an area that -deserves si ore investigation given the long history
o f problems w e have h a d with' this difficulty.- - - . . . _ - .
A second area where medical selection may prove useful is'in -
the selection of individuals possessing specific diurnal rhythm
patterns. It may prove useful to select, when possible, for those
inidividuals with flexible circadian rhybhrn patterns. Given the
stressful nature of desynchronosis, there may be some advantages
*
to selecting individuals less susceptible to the effects of time
zone travel or extended "periods of disrupted sleet)-wake schedules
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-(such as those discussed in much of the shift work literature (13)).
V/liile it in in the best interest of the crew to technically ensure
that earth-like sleep-wake patterns can be maintained in space,
previous experience has shown that the all too often hectic sche- .
dules of the astronauts, the occurrence of unexpected emergencies,
and the problems of temperature, noise, and vibration have all
added to the difficulties of altered sleep-wake: cycles to which
crews have had to adapt. Furthermore, we know from research in
the Antarctic (lij.-l6) and other naturally occurring situations of
long-term isolation and confinement that inadequate and abnormal
sleep patterns are more the norm than the exception. Still there
appears to be a differential effect with some individuals more sus-
ceptible to sleep problems than others. It would be a significant
advancement if variables predictive of sleep abnormalities could
be determined such that those individuals less susceptible to
difficulties could be included on future long-term 'space missions.
Those individuals best able to adapt to such altered time sche-
dules may have an important advantage in their overall ability to
successfully complete a mission.
One new area ,.of investigation which raay eventually become
the backbone of psychosocial-medical selection instruments is the
work being accomplished in the area of brain lateralization. Re-
searchers have long sought a methodology which would permit rapid
and accurate assessment of stress and fatigue and its' effects on
the psychophysiological organism. Activation and arousal level
have frequently bebn tied to this, but no single measure has yet
emerged to measure these effects and processes.. Work described
•
by Teichner (17-19) and .Natani (20) may provide this tool. Teichner
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has developed, a working model of the brain based on various levels
of activation and information processing bandwidth. An attentional
state of narrow bandwidth is presumed to reflect an activated state
while a v/ide bandwidth is associated with lower levels of activa-
tion, i.e. bandwidth in inversely related to activation level.
These attentional states have been previously demonstrated to re-
late to performance according to an inverted U-shaped function.
That is, activation as .measured by heart rate, skin conductance,
pupil size, etc. is optimal at intermediate levels. But when ac-
tivation levels are too high or too low they interfere with optimal
performance (21). . Bandv/idth, and therefore activation level, has
been related to the lateralized functions of the brain. For ex-
ample, the lateralization concept assigns a serial information
processing role to the left hemisphere. This by definition is a
narrowband, process. The right brain has been hypothesised to func-
tion in a parallel processing model (a wideband phenomenon).
From this, it can be hypothesized that the type and quality of
information processing in the two brain hemispheres (-and thus per-
formance) should be correlated and predictable given the indivi-
dual's activation level. There Is some evidence to support this
conclusion (22). -Exploratory efforts suggest that there are at
least three discrete patterns of cerebral organization related
to optimal activation/performance levels. The most adaptive ap-
pears to be one in which both hemispheres are highly differenti-
ated and permit swift and flexible alternation between response
sets requiring the* abilities of the right or left hemisphere.
The other two organizations demonstrate less differentiated pat-
terns and more mixing of, right and left functions across the right
;
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and left hemispheres. Under conditions of high information load,
::';cre intorhsii'iisuhc?ric conflicts would be generated by the mixed
specializations than the differentiated pattern. This would in-
crease activation levels and could produce response blocking and
occasion ally inappropriate behavior for individuals with mix-
ing of specializations. In addition, individuals with less dif-
ferentiation may be required to make some type of compensation
for this lack of differentiation. They may have to mobilize their
neural resources to a greater extent and work harder to attain
levels of performance comparable to the individual with more
highly differentiated functions. Thus, inappropriate strategies
due to functional dispositions for a particular mode o'f informa-
tion processing could interfere with adaptive flexibility and also
impose greater cortical vrorkloads. As Natani points out, one
v;ould expect to see marked individual differences- in response re-
sulting from these three differences in neural organization that
may eventually be subject to controlled selection and testing
procedures. Recent developments in psychometrics and particu-
larly neuropsychology (23), coupled with advances in the applica-
tion of computer technology in the behavioral sciences has in-
creased the probability of the establishment of such a procedure
in the not to distant future. At this point, considerably more
research is needed in the field of neurornetric procedures and is
certainly warranted. The establishment of an effective procedure
for assessing brain lateralization functioning could revolu-
tionize selection programs for long-term spaceflight. It is a
truly exciting possibility.
Another direction for continued research involving the psy-
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chophysiological approach to differential responses to; stress
comes iro;n work on the characteristics of individuals best able
to adapt to sensory and perceptual deprivation. There is evi-
dence to suggest that some of the effects of extreme, short-term
i
aensory/perceptual deprivation may be similar to those observed
in field settings of long term reduced sensory input (usually
also involving isolation and confinement). It may prove useful
to better understand what factors improve adaptability to extreme
sensory-perceptual deprivation and how this may improve our pre-
dictions' of who can survive best in long terra isolation condi-
tions (such as those which .might be encountered in space). One
characteristic which seems to have been validated in the sensory/
perceptual deprivation literature as a differential predictor of
adaptability is perceptual mode. This work began with a series
of studies at Duke University (2^ -26) and utilizes the' work of
V/itkin et al (27, 28) who classified subjects as field-dependent
or field-independent depending upon their perception of the ver-
tical position of a luminous rod surrounded by a luminous frame,
'-'/hen the body position of subjects was shifted in such a way
that' they could either rely upon the external stimuli of the rod
e.nd frame or their own internal kinesthetic sensations in making
judgements about the true gravitational vertical of the rod
those influenced more by external cues were labelled field-de-
pendent, while those more influenced by bodily cues were labelled
field-independent.
Generally, fi'eld dependent subjects do not fair well in sen-
sory deprivation experiments. After two hours, they show more
*
suspiciousness, more disorganization of thought, more visual and
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auditory imagery, more discomfort with body sensations1, more in-
ner feelings and -untasies, and more movement than field indepen-
dent subjects (2/J.-26). V/itkins (27,28) has further delineated
these categories of individuals on the basis of differential per-
sonality characteristics. He noted that field dependent persons
show more passivity in dealing with the environment, .more submis-
siveness to authority, lower self-esteem, and a less distinct body
image. They can be characterised as outer-directed, extroverted,
more likely to use projection and denial as defense .mechanisms,
and more susceptible to hypqchondriacal complaints.. Interestingly,
they tend to view their mothers as the major source of affection,
the major source of punishment, and the main role model. On the
other hand, field-independent subjects show more aggressive per-
sonality characteristics, more active coping, and greater comfort
v/ith internal values and drives. They can-be described as more
inner-directed, more introverted, possess greater ego strength,
and. have distinct, body boundaries. They perceive their mothers
as the major source of affection, but their fathers provided the
.major source of punishment and were the main role model.
The prospect of using the ord and frame test as part of a
test battery of predictors of differential success under isola-
tion and confinement conditions is exciting. Unfortunately, no
one to date has explored such a possibility either in the labora-
tory or the field. Given the usefulness of distinguishing per-
ceptual modes in .sensory/perceptual deprivation experiments the
logical extension would be to test its usefulness under other
conditions. While this remains to be done, it is encouraging to
*
note that tnany of 'the- personality characteristics associated v/ith
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fie.ld-depen.dent perceivers are also those v/hich have shown to be
nonadaptivo in Antarctic research settings. This lends some cre-
dence to the notion that perceptual .mode .may be a valuable aid
in predicting differential outcomes under extreme environmental
alterations. Furthermore, the growing amount of physiological
research related to style of perceptual mode (29> 30) provides a
satisfying: .marriage between psychological and physiological ap-
proaches v/hich c.ould prove to be quite helpful in better under-
standing human characteristics which predict adaptability. This
certainly fits the style of investigation NASA has preferred in
the past. It is suggested that .more expanded research with per-
ceptual mode, central nervous system functioning, and personality
characteristics should be consideredin determining our best ap-
proach to the selection of astronaut criteria.
As the direction of the space program changes to more rou-
tinue flights of longer duration there may be yet other .medical
factors to be included in the selection process. For example,
during long-term missions it may prove helpful to consider those
individuals already adapted to the rigors of a somewhat sedentary
lifestyle. Those individuals confined to 'wheelchairs on earth
may prove to be valuable crewrnembers in space due to their adap-
tability (both physiologically and. psychologically) to hypodyna-
rnic conditions. Indeed, some studies of isolation and confinement
have found such individuals superior in their abilities to cope
with the stresses of these conditions (Dr. Charles Winget, per-
sonal communcation).
»
P3YCKGSOCIAL DETERMINANTS
v.'hile technical and' medical qualifications have previously
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been the most heavily emphasized criteria for selection, the ad-
vent of long-term "'lesions v.rill necessitate a such grea
sis on the psychosocial determinants of crew selection. As v/ith
the original Mercury Selection Program we are faced with knowing
that personality and social factors are important, but not having
any real experiential data in space to determine what, specific
variables must be emphasized. Certainly one place to begin is
to consider what psychosocial factors have been considered in pre-
vious NASA selection procedures. Many of the traits which were
considered critical for short-term flights will also be important
for long-term, missions.
ORIGINAL ASTRONAUT SELECTION PROGRAM
Kubis and McLaughlin (31 > p. 321) have summarized the empha-
sis of V/ilson (32) and others involved in previous NASA astronaut
selection programs by outlining the following psychological re-
quirements of potential candidates:
The search was for an individual with a high degree
of intelligence, preferably characterized by mathematical
and spatial aptitude. lie was to be sufficiently crea-
tive to contribute not only to the development of test
and space hardware!, but also to the planning necessary
for the success of the space program. With an ability
to work closely with 'others, he was expected to tolerate
extreme isolation without anxiety. Though reliable and
consistent in his behavior, he was to possess the neces-
sary flexibility and adaptability to meet any emergency
without psychological disintegration. Deliberate rather
than -impulsive, and with outstanding capacity .to tolerate
stress, his motivation for volunteering in the space
program was to be mission-oriented rather than based
on personal need for achievement.
Certainly the characteristics of the individual as outlined here
are important for future missions. However, there are impor-
tant differences between the above description and the focus nec-
cessary for long-term flights. The most important" is that the
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is that the early focus of 'the selection program used criteria
a In; Cot solely framed around individuals. This has been the tra-
ditional approach Y/here it is often assumed that by selecting ef-
fective individuals it is possible to form effective work teams.-.
However, for future missions composed of groups of individuals
the focus needs to be shifted. Given that the interactions and
interdependencies of groups in space requires cooperative func-
tioning and team, orientation, selection criteria need to be di-
rected, toward identifying effective groups rather effective in-
dividuals. The latter may or may not be effective team members.
Our future selection program may need to assess at least
two different levels of astronaut abilities: l) those individual
traits such as intelligence, motivation, skill, creativity, etc.
and 2) those traits which contribute to the overall performance,
stability, and effectivenss of groups. This seco-nd level would
include traditional measures of personality and psychosocial ef-
fectiveness might also include new indices as v/ill be discussed
later on. First, let us consider' hov/ the analysis of candidates
has proceeded thus far.
Psychological testing has always been embedded in a larger
medical evaluation program. Table 1 presents the psychological
tests administered during the i":ercury and later flight selection
programs. The to'sts are generally intended to measure intellec-
tual abilities, motivation, personality, etc. But, again from
within an individualistic orientation. From the data generated
from these tests, tfe can address the issue of what test variables
appear to distinguish selected from non-selected candidates given
•
the current selection criteria orientation. Such information
Page
psicu,
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has been slov; in forthcoming, but a recent analysis by'Hartman
and McNeil (33) -a- finally addressed the issue. Unfortunately,
the original pool of potential candidates were apparently so homo-
geneous with respect to psychological characteristics that only
a few statistically significant differences appeared. This was
also probably due to the fact that .many other selection factors
'.vere considered besides the psychological evaluations. The data
from their analyses are presented in Tables 2-if. Separate uni-
variate analyses were made between the selected and not selected
groups for the Mercury and the Apollo candidates. The only dif-
ference in .means detected at the .05 level of significance was
for the overall Rating for the Mercury candidates (those selected
had. significantly higher ratings than those not selected). Dis-
appointingly no other differences in means between those selected
and not selected for the Mercury Program or those selected and
not selected for Gemini-Apollo Programs appeared. Also, there
was very little difference in the variances across the selected
and non-selected groups (pointing up the fact that the many pre-
vious selection rpocedures these individuals had gone through pro-
duced a pool of relatively homogeneous candidates). Only the va-
riances in Rorschach F% were significantly different between Mer-
cury selected and. not selected candidates (.more heterogeneous for
those not selected) while variances for i:r;orschach F%, P, and M
and Edwards Deference were significantly different between Ge-
mini/Apollo selected and non-selected candidates (more hetero-
geneous for non-seT.ectees on Rorschach F/a, less heterogeneous on
F.orschach P, M, and ildv/arcls Deference).
•
A stepwise rnultivariate approach was also used with the Ge-
/
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mini/Apollo data alone. The best set of discriminant variables
found by this techniquo y/aa .Vechsler Verbal I.Q. (V1G) and the to-
tal number of Horschach Responses (R). Using the best discrimi-
nating linear combination.of VIQ and R resulted in a 19% error
rate in classification.
While none of this data is particularly impressive with re-
spect to how well psychological tests can distinguish candidates
who \vere and were not selected it must be remembered that these
instruments were not the primary source of overall selection. In-
deed, given that there was little a priori data with which to de-
termine the construct validity of these instruments for selection
of effective astronauts it would be unduly harsh to say that these
tests were not useful. They were intended to be more of a screen-
in." battery to select out potential failures rather than to dis-
criminate within a highly homogeneous group to select in those
who could be effective astronauts (indeed how could there be any
predictive validity when no astronauts had yet completed a mission
'to serve as comparative criterion data). Nevertheless, this ba-
tery was useful and will continue to be so, particularly as we'now
have more experienced astronauts whose test data can be used for
predictive comparisons to new, more heterogeneous applicants.
Even the original test battery does give us some insights
into the dynamics of individuals originally considered appropriate
for testing as an astronaut candidate. Those who did become can-
•
didates (whether selected or not) when compared with a group of
•
non-candidate pilo.ts were'significantly higher in intellectual re-
sources, were more homogeneous in test performance, had more of an
•
ability to deal with- complexity in a matter-of-fact, creative, and
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emotive way and v/ere more independent types of individuals.
SELECTION CRITEiuOrf I;j£uES FOR FUTURE MISSIONS
With regard to future selection of crev/s the level of analysis
previously used by NASA will continue to be important. High levels
Of intelligence, tolerance to complexity (loosely taken as a rough
index of stress level),, as well as strong motivational drives, crea-
tivity, etc. will still be qualifities we will wish candidates to
possess. However, are there any individual personality characteris-
tics of those we will wish to include on long-term missions which
may be different from those considered important for personnel of
short' duration flights? It appears that there are given the opi-
nions of some researchers in this field (3'+> 35) who feel that our
current astronauts would probably not do well in a long-term group
mission. We know for example that the original astronauts pos-
sessed action-oriented or aggressive acting out impulses (36),
tended toward extroversion, did not have particularly rich fantasy
lifes or inner:^directecl tendencies, and tended to be concrete rather
than fluid and.abstract in their thinking (3^ ). All of these char-
acteristics have been demonstrated to be of negative value to those
who have experienced Antarctic confinement (37-39)" a^d at least on
some dimension resemble subjects with field-dependent perceptual
modes who do poorly in sensory/perceptual deprivation experiments
as discussed earlier, '.'/hat then is the picture of the individual
most suited to long-duration isolation confinement? Specifying
those particular traits which are most predictive of success in
4
ether extreme environments with similarities to space is an ex-
tremely difficult tack: It is dependent upon not only traits im-
•
p-ortant to any individual, but may vary as a function of (l) pro-
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underwater research laboratories. Performance studies indicated,
that those high in social coalact (presumably a quality of extro-
verts) shov/ed higher levels of v/ork productivity.- On -the other
hand, studies of laboratory isolation and confinement have re-
ported that those v/ith a high need for social contact do not do
well under the constraints of reduced .social variety (k.2). Also,
field-dependent subjects v/ho tend tov/ard extroversion have been
shov/ri to be poor adaptors in studies of sensory/perceptual isola-
tion. Furthermore, in at least some professional categories,
those v/ho are extroverts do jiot fare well under the conditions of
long-term confinement'in the Antarctic (39). If we assume that
individuals high in extroversion rely more strongly upon social c
contact, and interactions v.rith others to .maintain self-esteem it
is not difficult to see hov; the constriction of such processes
under confined, socially monotonous conditions could have more of
an adverse impact on those tending toward extraversion than intro-
version. Fro.ni this v/e get both the picture of contradictory re-
suits and evidence that even the most straight forward of per-
sonality characteristics may have both advantages and disadvan-
tages for the individual under extreme conditions. These results
also strongly indicate the probelsm of trying to isolate indivi-
dual factors from those v/hich interact v/ith group size, degree of
heterogeneity, and other factors of the individual (such as pro-
fessional orientation) v/hich may influence the nature of a given
characteristic and its influence under socially restricted, iso-
lated conditions.
 t
V/hile some factors have been listed v/hich v/ill be of irapor-
•
ta.nce to all crev; members, v/c may find it more fruitful to look
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at what types of characteristics seems to be predictive of success
in confined, isolated environments for different professional cate-
gories of our crew.
As alluded to earlier, there do appear to .be some rather dis-
tinct differences in personalities of individuals as a function of
their professional orientation, training, and background. Even
during NASA's original selection program, such factors became ap-
parent (though of little concern given the short .missions such per-
sonnel were.to fly). For example, during the course of the selec-
tion process it was noted that astronaut pilot candidates showed
considerably less general acceptance of psychological testing. On
the other hand, the role of psychologic testing and psychiatric
evaluation in nonpilot astronaut selection was generally recog-
nised by these candidates as raingingful, necessary, and therefore
acceptable (A-3).
On three specialized tests measuring abilities in verbal,
and engineering areas, scientist-astronauts scored consistently
higher, while pilot-astronauts showed significant differences in
greater self-confidence and increased maturity (/-j-3).
- Scientist candidates manifested greater variability in the
Rorschach protocol, had. raore responses, with greater numbers of
whole responses and content categories. They tended to be impa-
tient with routine procedures and challenged by protective tests.
Some differences between pilots and scientists did appear in the
overa.ll pattern of protective results.
On tests of personality (Rorschach) engineer types tended
tov/ard more concrete perceptions, tending to emphasize fora char-
•
acteristics of the biota-. Their r:;ovement responses were the popu-
:
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lar ones along v/ith a controlled use of color. Their percepts
suggested a somewhat distant affective and emotional tone, tend-
ing to handle sensitive interpersonal relationships rather dis-
tantly.
The other category of candidate 'was more creative, intro-
spective and cognitively oriented. They responded with greater
opennes to Rorschach -stimuli. There was greater latitude in their
response processes due to greater harmony of emotional and per-
ceptual processes (ij-3). '
While there were few major differences on the Thematic Ap-
perception Test between .military and civilian groups, the scien-
tists did tend to express their aggressive feelings .more ..openly •
than did the .military group.
There are some potential conflicts here. It is not unrea-
listic to assume that the creative, ingenious, self-actualized in-
dividual could pose a problem for an action-oriented, engineer
type, and vice versa. Indeed, as O'Leary (q4) has reported there
v/ere some rather striking conflicts between the engineering, opera-
tion orientation of the military pilots and the strong pro-science
emphasis, of the scientist-astronauts. Even to the degree that two
of our astronaut-scientists resigned from the corp. More on the
issue of potential crew incornpatabilities will be discussed in a
latter section.
Personality and occupation differences have been discussed
as important factors in predicting performance in other situations
•
similar to long-tern space flight. For example, Doll, Gunderson,
and -Ryrnan (-'f5') assessed. 2.UG wintering-over personnel of three oc-
cupational groups (Navy Geabees, Technical-Administrative, and
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Scientists) in the Antarctic using fiver performance measures
(Emotion, Task, Social', Leader, and Overall). Distinctive pre--
dictors were found to vary across groups. A more thorough analy-
sis reported by Gunderson (39) combined a large number of screen-
ing information items into five predictor sources: Personal His-
tory and Hobbies, an Opinion Survey, the FIBG-3 Inventory, a
Friend Description, and psychiatric evaluations. These results
are shown in Table 5« The numbers in the table represent the num-
bers of items that v/ero significantly correlated with each cri-
terion for each group. Further details of this data can be ob-
tained for Gunderson1s.report. For our purposes, these data dra-
matically point out the complexity of performance prediction in
natural, isolated groups. They demonstrate that, such specificity
in predicting success in group space missions v/ill be a diffi-
cult and challenging task. V7e may do well, to rely .more upon data
from other analogous settings (such as the Antarctic) in formulat-
ing our own selection criteria. If we assume that many of the
qualities necessary to survive and maintain performance in space
are similar to those required in the Antarctic, we can make great
use of this type of assessment. There is some support for this
from the taxcnomic approach used by Sells (46).
Similar assessment studies have been conducted for personnel
involved in submarine missions. Although usually of shorter' dura-
tion than the year long wintering-over periods necessary in the
Antarctic, much of this data could also be useful in formaulat-
ing our criteria oj. the individual best adapted to long-term space
travel.
As all of thebe date; point out, one issue at the individual
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level n;ay be selection criteria based on differential occupa-
occupational cate;rciu.o£. Beyond this there is still the issue
of hov; to select individuals to form' effective groups. If our em-
phasis is going to be shifted from individuals to groups we have
to determine what qualities best determine group actions and how
to best select and compose these groups. This is certainly a
task much different from, the individualistic orientation of the
current NASA selection program. What approaches can we point to
that may lead the direction in this new group irentation. If we
assume, based on much of the. social_ psychology literature, that
similarities between individuals is a strong, attracting force
in forming interpersonal relationships, our conclusion, might be
that we should select individuals as homogenous as possible.
However, the support for this is not encouraging. Based on Ant-
arctic research, it does appear that cornvnonalitie's in interests
and backgrounds do lead to pairings of individuals early in the
wintering-over period, there is much stronger support for the no-
tion that individuals similar at least in some traits such as do-
minance (42) or introversion Uj-7) do not form satisfying and co-
hesive relationships and are associated with decreased levels of
performance and increased problems of adaptability. It would ap-
pear that similarity per se is not an effective measure with which
to form our crews. However, the related concept of compatibility
demonstrates considerably more promise. Individuals said, to be
compatible may be either homogenous or heterogeneous depending
•
upon the dimension*being scaled. Thus, both the notion of si-
milarity and complementarity can be brought into play depending
•
on what factors are-being assessed. While the importance of form-
. ;
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ing compatible groups is emphasized time and time again in .many
areas of research related to long term space travel, disappoint-
ingly few studies have actually been conducted to .measure such
groups. In one experiment, Dunlap (if8) confined a it-man crew de-
liberately selected for compatibility for 12 days and later for
30 days in a space cabin simulator. No serious personal problems
or conflicts were reported, but unfortunately no control groups
data was available either.
Cowan and Strickland Oi-9) reported data on two groups of six
men isolated in a university penthouse building. One group was
specifically selected for compatibility (loosely defined) and con-
fined for six weeks. The other group underwent.a 12-week confine-
sent interval. The experiment was performed primarily to obtain
nutritional data, but some psychological collaboration was involved.
These -researchers report that the compatible group had a deraon-
strably_easier time during confinement than did the other group
constituted without regard for compatibility. While these re-
sults are encouraging, the research design and assessment metho-
dology leave much to be desired.
N
Certainly the most detailed and well executed studies on
the topic of compatibility in isolation are those which have been
conducted by Alt.man and Hayt"norm (50-5A-). Subjects were deli-
berately paired to form dyads varying in degrees of compatibility
along dimensions for dogmatism, dominance, and needs for achieve-
ment and affiliation. Four of nine isolated dyads experienced
difficulties during 10 days of observation, which in the case of
two groups led to early termination. All four of these dyads
•
were those composed. to b;,- incompatible. Of further interest to
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our discussion is that none of the control dyads (pairs not ex-
vorloncinj isolation) even in the incompatible groups shov/sd si-
milar problems. These results clearly demonstrate that the ne-
cessity of interpersonal compatibility is dramatically increased
under confined;/ isolated settings.
Despite the importance of these findings no new research in
this area has been generated for the past fifteen years. The
Russians (55) ha-ve reported on the success of a.year long study
of a compatible group in isolation, but no control group v.ras in-
volved and the exact .measures and data unreported. It would seem
that there is a strong need for further research of this kind.
While Altman and Haythorn based their compatibility dimensions on
studies and literature reviews of marital relationships, it should
bo possible to use factor analytic approaches to .more precisely
detail what dimensions of compatibility may be important in form-
ing groups in isolation.
At least'one other notable effort has been made to
dimensions of personality best suited to group composition and
work performance. Kelmreich (56r59') and his associates have con-
centrated on the concepts of .masculine/feminine traits and achieve-
ment motivation. His approach is decidedly different from that
of Altman and Kaythorn. vVhile the latter have experimented with
the formation of compatible groups based on the homogeneity/he-
terogeneity of individual personalities within the group, Kelm-
reich has attempted to obtain a single cluster of personality fac-
tors advantageous to each individual and the group. There is cer-
tainly an advantage to any method which will allow us to assess
•
each potential cre'w member according to the same set of norms or
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criteria rather than selecting sorae individuals for certain traits
that v/ill be co;:;ipr.it:.''.;Ic (:jcnoti:.ieG heterogeneous,, sometimes homo-
geneous) with other group members. It substantially eases our
task if all individuals can be selected oh the basis of a common
set of positive criteria. However, Heltnreich is quick to note
that other factors aside from androgyny will be important so we
are still faced, with the other issues of how compatible groups
can be composed.. Nevertheless, Helmreich's work is exciting and
valuable and deserves further consideration.
Andro/ryny. Androgynous individuals can be defined as those
that possess both masculine and feminine traits. Psychological
masculinity being defined as that cluster of characteristics de-
noting instrumental, goal seeking orientation; femininity being
defined by attributes reflecting psychological expressivity and
sensitivity to the feelings and needs of others. • Individuals of
each sex possessing both- instrumental and expressive traits ap-
pear to have .more positive self-concepts, to be more interper-
sonally effective, and to establish .more rewarding social inter-
actions. Given our need to focus more extensively on the social
needs and problems of .mankind in space there appears to be con-
siderable merit to Helmreich1 s approach. Further study o'f the
Personal Attributes Questionnair constructed by Spence and Helrn-
reich .might prove valuable in the design of our selection proce-
dures. Also work done by Sandra Beni (Bern Sex Role Inventory, 60)
and others in the general area of sex role development may con-
tribute to a betted understanding of what individual traits can
be- useful in considering group formation.
•
Motivation. Hemreich has taken the concept of androgyny one
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•step further and investigated its relationship to achievement mo-
tivation. Using the .York and Family Orientation Questionnaire
(V/OFO, 5?) Gelmreich isolated three motivational factors: Work '
Orientation, characterized by positive orientation toward work.
as a rewarding endeavor: Mastery, representing the desire to solve
difficult problems and to better previous performance (a type of
intrapersonal competitiveness); and Competitiveness, defined as
a concern v/ith bettering others performance and winning in inter-
personal situations. In several populations, studied, Helmreich
found a positive correlation between productivity/success and high-
scores for Work and Mastery along with a negative correlation be-
tween productivity/success and Competitiveness. This.was true
for college students with high grade's, businessmen with large
annual incomes, and Ph.D.-holding scientists with frequently cited
research publications (61).
The finding of a negative correlation between performance
and Competitiveness brings up some important points. As Helmreich
points out, highly competitive individuals may be overly concerned
with the prospect of failure based on evaluation of themselves pri-
marily in comparison to others rather than in terms of their own
objective standards. It is easy to conclude that such an approach
could be quits doteri-vsontal to the performance of groups. Such an
orientation could interfere with optimal individual performance,
substantially reduce group efforts, and most probably result in
increased interpersonal stress and hostilities. This characteris-
tic seems to predominate in the attitudes of many of the astonauts
selected to date, V/e know for example that many of the astronauts
•
appeared, to fear failure, almost more than death (62) and that corn-
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petition v/ithin the astronaut corp has been 'intense at times
'.Vhile this has posed no problems during short terra isiissions, the
chances for difficulties during longer duration flights seem pro-
bable. ' •
It appears then that the most successful individuals v/ith
respect to performance output are those v/ith high Work and Mas-
tery characteristics, but low Competitiveness. Interestingly,
Helmreich's data suggest that androgynous individuals may be more
likely to manifest this pattern of motives than those individuals
high either in masculinity or femininity alone (they are more apt
to be relatively high on all three dimensions).. This adds another
positive feature to the use of androgyny as an Important concept
in the selection of long duration space crews.
Compatibility research and the factors considered by Helr,i-
reich and associates deserve further attention. -It is hoped, that
research on motivation and anclronyny will be expanded to include
populations in naturally occurring isolated environments. Should
these factors prove to be predictive of success in these settings
they could add substantially to our ability to select effective
ere WE for long term space missions.
Selection for I'/omen in. Space
In discussing the complex issues of successfully composing
effective groups for space travel the factors of heterogeneity
and compatibility appear repeatedly. Certainly the advent of wo-
ment astronauts will add to the problems of group composition and.
heterogeneity. Almost no research exists in this area to allow
us to formulated hypotheses as to the types of problems, if.any,
sexually mixed crews might generate. Certainly no data exists
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which would lead us to assume that women cannot effectively adapt
to the conditions of space. Indeed, -there is some limited data
to suggest that they may have some advantages over men. 'For ex- •
ample, the Russians report that women appear to adapt to weight-
lessness faster than men (63). Also, Helmreich found that in
studies of the sexually mixed crews of Project Tektite II, a team
of female aquanauts performed at superior levels to teams of male
peers on some tasks (6^ ). Women appear to be equal, or superior
to, men on most dimensions thus far measured with respect to
spaceflight. Studies of hypodynamia at Ames Research Center
(65> 66) have indicated no problems among v/ornen in adapting to
the simulated conditions of altered physiological processes in
space. The Russians report similar findings with regard to sen-
sory deprivation conditions, and other training regimes (63)•
There do appear to be some data v.'hich raise .the question
of individual differences in the adaptability of women to the de-
manding tasks and schedules of spaceflight. These issues revolve
around the influence of the menstrual cycle on female behavior
and performance. While the extent and direction of bodily acti-
vity is not entirely agreed, upon by investigators there is con-
siderable evidence that significant changes do occur beyong those
v/hich produce the menstrual cycle. These include blood pressure,
metabolic rate, pulse rate, body temperature, and body weight (6?).
It is unclear at present whether any of these changes' pose poten-
tial-difficulties to women, in space. The probability is that they
do not, but given 6ur relative lack of understanding about the
long term effects of weightlessness (see Bioniedical Chapter) on
human physiology there is room for at least a. cautious note of
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concern. • .
Psychologically tlicro appear to b;; changes in the psycho;3O-
rnatic condition of at least some women. For example, Altmann,
Knowles, and Bull (68) found that the premenstrual phase was ac-
companied, by irritability and tension among women studied. It
has has been observed that anti-social activity occurs more.fre-
quently during the menstruum and pre-menstruum. For example, se-
veral investigators have shown that suicide frequency increases
(69)3 the incidence of crime rises (70), and the number of indi- .
vidual cases of kleptomania goes up (71, 72). In one study
Schwarz (73) found poorer overall adjustment, greater emotional
lability and egocentricity, loss of consideration for others and
a decrease in the capacity for planning, organization, and inte-
gration among 100 young women.
In terms of performance output the results are somewhat con-
tradictory. Some investigators have found decreases in industrial
performance (7^-)> reduced proficiency on academic examinations
(75)> lowered athletic prowess (76, 77), and declines in simple
motor coordination tasks (73) concomittant with the menstruum
and/or pre-menstruum. Also increases in the incidence of acci=
dent during these phases has been reported (79). Other investi-
gators have observed no difference or actual increases in perfor-
mance (80, 8l) during these periods, so the results remain con-
tradictory. This appears to be tied to the demands of the task
and the degree to which motivation can compensate for the tendency
toward, decline. The overall conclusion to be drawn from this
*
literature is that if significant decrements in performance occur
•
they are most likely to .happen when subjects are working at or
r'age
close to the limits of their capacity.
strual cycle arc linked with the concept of pre -menstrual tension
(PMT). It is difficult to estimate the incidence of PMT because
of variance in definitions and questions regarding the point where
sirrrple. physiological responses evolve into pathologic processes.
However, Fluhman .(82) suggests that 60% of all normally menstruat-
ing wo.uien' experience mild to severe symptoms. Limb (83) observed
symptoms in 73% of 127 student nurses tested v/hii Rees (S-'-O found
symptoms in L+Q^ j of those tested (with 15.6/» considered severe).
These figures are high enough to 'warrant some concern about what
behavioral effects the menstrual cycle may have upon women in
space,
Overall, there is evidence to suggest that the .menstrual
cycle .may pose a problem to some v/ornen under space flight condi-
tions particularly during periods where high task demand and in-
tragroup cohesion and interaction are critical factors. However,
there is considerable variability in the influence of the .menstru-
al cycle across the female population. In all liklihood those wo-
men who are significantly debilitated before or during menstrua-
tion would selectively choose not to apply for space duty in any
event. Among tho'-;e who do apply it may be impoi-tant to assess
the degree to which personality and performance may be affected •
by .menstruation. In such cases where the potential for problems
exists, the use of chemical agents to alter the course of the
cycle may be desirable. For example, many women report fewer pro-
blems with menstrual symptoms when regularly using birth control
•
pills. However, it should bo noted that many women suffer un-
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pleasant side effects v/hyn using the pill and recent evidence in-
dicates there is a potential health hazard to'long term users.
This also again brings up the issue of what effect drug-long term
weightlessness interactions may produce.
The point of this discussion-is not to suggest that the ac-
tivity of women in space should in any way be restricted, but
rather to point out that consideration for the health and safety
of all crew members is a necessity. Any factor which might be a
potential dot-arrant to the optimal performance of individuals and
crews as a group should and jimst be subject to research and plan-
ning. It is conceivable that within the overall conglomerate of
selection criteria the influence of menstruation upon behavior may
be important to consider.
Host likely the issue of women in space will not revolve
around their individual adaptation to the demands of flight, but
rather will be one point in the complex of factors involved in
group interaction. For example, one could conceive of problems
occurring due to the presence of crew members of either sex who
possess strong prejudices about the appropriate roles and/or ca-
pacities of the sexes. There are unfortunate reports recently
within the military that sexually mixed groups have been subject
to abuses of power. Experiments with mixed sex groups in the mili-
tary academias and at duty sites have found some incidence of con-
flict, particularly around male officers attempting to manipulate
more junior female personnel into sexual favors. The current in-
cidence of court hearings regarding these problems involving em-
ployers and employees in the business world give evidence that
this is not a problem restricted to the military. Since little,
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if any, research exists on sexually mixed crews under long term,
potentially hazardous conditions it is difficult to predict the
extent to which similar problems might occur in space. However,
there is no question but what it would be advantageous to select
crew members of both sexes who are flexible and tolerant in their
attitudes and responses toward members of the opposite sex.
There are certainly a host of important research questions
that remain unanswered in this area: What are the effects of a
female leadership command upon male compliance? Do American stereo-
typed images of men and women become more predominant during emer-
gencies (for example, will men take unnecessarily dangerous action
to save female personnel in times of crises)? Do social cliches
involving separate sexes result during long term confinement? Few,
if any, of these questions have been adequately addressed, but all
could certainly be important to the successful completion o-f space
.missions. It is hoped that data useful to these and other ques-
tions will be generated by the forthcoming Space Shuttle flights
although they are of considerably shorter duration than the mis-
sion lengths generally being addressed in this volume.
Mixed nationality Crews . . .
Another factor adding to the complexity of selecting compa-
tible,, heterogeneous groups for long term space flight is the is-
sue of multi-nationality selection. As we move toward .an era of
international cooperation in space the need to select and form
crews using individuals from different countries will become an
issue.
Certainly we can predict some problems in this process. One
of these is the issue of'language. This appeared to be the single
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most constraining problem for the members of the joint American-
ooviiet flights of the 197^'^- ..'hile no serious problems were re-
ported, it is conceivable that in tiroes of emergency there would
be a tendency to revert to using one'.s native language thus en- .
hancing communication problems under already stressful conditions.
Also, decjpite the use of a common language or the inter-mixing of
languages by bilingual crews there could be problems due to ac-
cents and/or regional dialects. Certainly within the English Ian- '
guage there are subtleties of intonation, inflection, context,
vneaining, and interpretation which can influence the degree of
communication and understanding among its users. As we increase
the number of personnel with varying language backgrounds the pos-
sibility of communication difficulties may increase as well. It
v/ill be important in the design of the craft for multi-nationality
crews to ensure superior communication systems, both formal and
informal. It may also prove useful to code much of- the instru-
mentation and equipment with international symbols or at least with
symbols whose meaning have previously been agreed upon by all crew.
V/ith regard to social interactions there may be important
differences to consider. For1 example, are the leisure time acti-
vity preferences of individuals from different cultural backgrounds
significantly different';' V/ill diet and food preferences be a pro-
blem (snails may be a welcome delicacy for French crew members,
but B. dietary liability for Americans!) and if so what kind of
menu acceptable to all crew members will need to be designed?
Thfj.se questions might entail researching the normal cultural pat-
terns of countries represented as well as thn individual preferences
•
of crew members on board (not all French personnel may like snails
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and certainly some American;:; do find them tasty). The question
of ace?.::.! cliche: a^ain oa^r^es alon/j; v:ith tl-o possible questions
of inter-nationality disputes and alliances. Also, to what degree
v/ill agency politics and secrecy be an issue? Such questions as
attitudes toward female crev/ members, acceptance of command struc-
ture, role of scientists versus pilots of differing nationalities,
and the entire area, of legal structures and questions have yet to
be addressed.
V'/e are also faced with the question of cultural differences
in the type of individual that might be considered appropriate
for space .missions. Americans have relied upon the image of asser-
tive, competitive, pioneer types as appropriate for the early con-
quest of space. V/ould v:e be as likely to specify these features
in selecting individuals from Japan, for example, where at least
A'esterners have the stereotype that great emphasis is placed on
decorum, mild manneredness, and emotional control within the popu-
lation? Indeed, will we even want to try to specify a. common set
of characteristics desirable and mandatory across all- cultures
involved? If so, one problem we v/ill certainly face is the issue
of measurement instruments. Those test procedures routinely used
for American astronaut screening and selection may be (and pro-
bably are) totally inappropriate and invalid when used in dif-
ferent cultures (even when translated into the appropriate lan-
guage). The issue of culture fair tests will be discussed further
/
in an upcoming section.
•ie are a^in faced v/ith an enormously complex issue for which
t
little if any research is available. There do seem to be some in-
teresting prospects however. The mixed-nationality crews of the
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large oil supertankers which service so many world ports could
provide useful aociometric data on crew interactions and problems
as a function of cultural background. Also, the increasing in-
fluence of. the European Space Agency and the possibility of mixed
nationality crews on-board the Space Shuttle is. an exciting idea
and a postentially profitable source of data oh this issue. I-t
is hoped that international space efforts will be established and
that persuant with this goal research will be launched to address
the many issues involved in such a multi-nation effort.
Comments on Components of Cfew Composition
It is clear from the preceding discussion that the question
of how to select effective crews for long-term missions is complex
and riddled with uncertainties. Issues of compatibility, sex, and
nationality appear to be'among the greatest questions to be con-
sidered. Now that we have established some of the dimensions im-
portant in the selection of individuals and groups it is important
to consider what selection procedures are currently available to
us and what the abilities and limitations of these techniques may
be for the purposes of selecting and composing effective groups
in space. That is the intent of the following-sections.
ASSKoJMJL'flT TiCCilMIQUL'o FOR CWEiV SELECTION
As discussed in a previous section, our approach to the psy-
chosocial selection of astronauts to date has revolved around the
use of extensive psychological test batteries. Psychiatric in-
a
terviews have also* been included in the screening procedure with
interviewers rating each candidate on 17 dimensions including
"drive", "dependency", "social relationships", "-identity", etc.
, Fage Lid
Keferring back to Table 1, a listing is shown of those tests in-
clu-"'.":d ij-i the ;-:c:r\'"-C!ii:i;:~ battery
 t The tests can be roughly di-
vided into those measuring cognitive abilities (e.g., V/echsler,
Doppelt, etc.) and tiiose measuring various dimensions of per-
sonality and psychosocial effectiveness (MMPI, Rorschach, TAT,
etc.). Several important points can be made regarding the in- •
tents and usefulness of these measures.
First, all of the personality indicators used are .most fre-
quently employed in the clinical setting to detect and quantify
psychopathology. The emphasis is away from the measurement of
"normalcy" and strongly conc.entrateji on psychological deficien-
cies. Indded, the interpretative usefulness of data from "nor-
mals" is questionable (85). In effect, these tests are not de-
singed to generate maximally useful data among psychologically
healthy individuals as is the case with most of the astronauts
applicants to date. V/irile they may be useful in selecting "out"
those candidates who are truly inappropriate, their merit in dis-
tinguishing among the remaining non-psychopathological applicants
may be poor. Unfortunately, even the heavy loading toward iden-
tifying and classifying those who should not be selected has not
been impressively effective. For example, in Hart man and. McNee's
(33) multivariate analysis of candidates selected, and not selected
for the Mercury and Gemini/Apollo Programs the best linear dis-
criminant classification of loading factors yielded, a 19% error .
rate. While this is not a terribly porr rnisclassification rate,
the direction of the errors is significant. rfhile only 1 of the
•
23 not selected Apgllo candidates was misclassified, 5 of the 9
selected applicants (or over 5G/£) were misclassi'fied. This does
•
not necessarily mean -that those candidates inappropriately se-
Pae
lee ted according to the linear discriminate analysis possessed
pathological behaviors ai->.; should not have been included. I?athor
it points to the limitations in using these various .measures of
abnormal behavior to make quantitative distinctions "among other-
wise normal, healthy individuals. One must, also consider that so •
many other factors were considered in selection besides the psy-
chological ratings that the actual ability of the tests to re-
liably pick the most qualified candidates (psychologically) was
not completely optimal.
These findings should not be taken to mean that the tests
employed are not important and should not be included. It does
indicate that these tests are maximally effective when dealing
with unhealthy individuals and much less so with the superior
type of candidate with which we usually deal. Thus, the tests
can be very helpful in screening out obviously inappropriate can-
didates from among the total pool, but give us less help in se-
lecting "in" those candidates from within a superior group who
are indeed the best suited for long term group crew duty.
we also must be aware of the limitations of these tests even
under the best of conditions when considering their overall re-
liability and validity (36). • The protective tests have been
demonstrated to be particularly suspect in this respect and must.
be used with caution by only the most extensively trained inter-
preters.
:'ie are faced with other problems in the use of these tests.
Certainly in the cajse of the V/achsler (if not others) the question
of cultural bias can be raised as an issue (8?). As we begin to
recruit minority momboi-.^ .for upace; duty will we face the kind of
Pae
interpretive difficulties which have plagued school boards and
affirmative action (^viployerG v/ho routinely use I.Q. tests v;ith
non-white, middle class populations?
On a larger scale the problem of cultural bias in testing
v/ill pose immense problems v/hen international cooperative space
missions become a reality. It will nob be possible to apply the
same psychological test system to all tho applicants from all the
nations participating. Instead new indices v/ill have, to be de-
veloped and employed on a country by country basis. This is al-
ready being instigated for the Space Shuttle Program. For ex-
ample, the German translation of Cattell's 16-PF Test failed to
be helpful in the selection of pilot applications for a civil
aviation company. So a new multidimensional personality test was
constructed by Kirsch (88) which has proved to be highly reliable
over the past several years.
V/hat this indicates is that we are faced with the task of
developing a catalogue of psychological requirements which can be
employed cross-culturally in candidate selection. We will have
to specify a broad range of factors to be used for selecting in
candidates and allow each country to develop their own instruments
to accomplish this end. This v/ill not be an easy task given our
ov/n relative lack of ability to select in, rather than selecting
out, candidates.
Given that we must make use of those instruments available
to us (and to develop and employ new measures such as Helmreich's
Life History Questionnaire to predict work productivity, his Per-
* *
scnal Attributes Questionnaire to measure androgyny, and his Work
and Family Orientation Qr.estionnairc to measure motivational
Pae
characteristics) v<hat other methods might wo use for selecting, in
cnadidates? One tochnicue v/hich ha a b?en used in other circum-
stances is peer nomination.
Peer Nomination
One method for making final selections and group composition
might involve peer nominations. This technique has proven to be
very reliable for -obtaining performance criterion information in
the Antarctic and might prove useful for personnel selection in
space.
Table 6 gives a listing of peer nomination items used by
Gunderson (38). Item 10 of this instrument proved to be parti-
cularly useful and had a very high multiple correlation with three
other components measured independently (task, emotion, and so-
cial effectiveness). This item seems to represent general effec-
tiveness quite v/ell. This particular test procedure has been used
for over 10 years now and has proven to be a useful .source of per-
formance measurement .
The peer nomination procedure has also been used in selec-
tion and. group composition procedures for submarine missions in-
volving small crev/s. Weybrew (89-) used such a method as part of
a larger procedure to match officer and enlisted study groups for
tv/o- to four-man cre'.vs. The procedure proved to work rather well
in producing optimally functioning, cohesive groups. , .
There are several criticisms, however, v/hich have been le- .
veiled at this procedure. One possibility is that it merely re-ft
presents a "popularity contest11. The influence of friendships in
sv/aying the judgements .of individuals could be a problem in en-
suring that the truly most effective persons are selected. Kow-
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ever, at least Gunderson1 s data suggest this is not the case.
Hio analysis of po-';.r nomination data specifically excludes choices
given to friends (based on answers to itera 5). Also, because of
differences in station size and therefore the .maximum number of
nominations that could be received, the choices an individual re-
ceived were expressed as percentage of total nominations received
by station members. Interestingly, when the anslysis was also
done by including choices given to friends there was no signifi-
cant . differences in the data anyhow. This suggests that indivi-
duals, at least in this particular population, were able to make
objective judgements relatively uninfluenced by personal alliances.
A principal problem Gunderson addresses in the use of peer
nominations is that of acceptability to group .members. Si pie (90)
has criticized the use of I:buddy ratings" as disruptive of morale
at the-South Pole. Other observers also have felt that the peer
nomination sethod is too personal and. too threatening to person-
nel. Gunderson found few problems with its use in his studies.
Relatively few station members have refused to provide nominations,
V/hile these findings are encouraging, this problem has been re-
ported within our ov/n astronaut corp where peer nominations have
been used in the past (91 j 92). It has been reported that peer
nominations are looked upon as meaningleas and have been conducted
v/ith complaints (62). It may be difficult to fully use. such a
procedure within a group of highly trained, highly dedicated in-
dividuals without the procedure being too threatening.
Another difficulty with the procedure is its questionnable
use v/ith newly formed pools of applicants. As Haythorn (93)
points out, if the' individuals know each other very well the pro-
1
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cedure works better than any other we have now have available to
compose effective groups, But its use in situations (such as
our initial astronaut selection screening phases), where indivi-
duals who do not know each other well are brought together for
brief periods and. then asked to .mutually choose each other seems
unreliable.
On the other hand, Weybrew (89) has reported successful out-
comes from unpublished data involving an unusual variation of the
peer nomination procedure vrith totally unacquainted crewmen.
Prior to launching of the Nautilus, 23 men volunteering for the
mission, were asked to rank order passport-size, face-on photo-
graphs of the remaining 22 men to be onboard prior to becoming
acquainted.. They \vere to rate the liklihood that they would be-
come friendly during the two months of confinement in the sealed
submarine. V/eybrew reports that there was a strong and surpris-
ing correspondence between the rand ordering of the photos and
the peer preferences measured at the end of the mission.
Despite these results the use of peer nominations during the
initial screening phases probably will not be useful in astronaut
selection. It does appear that such a procedure could prove help-
ful though in making the final selections and. actually composing
the groups which will enter space for long term group missions.
iJven then there is the problem of transitivity. As Haythorn (93)
points out, if you find that person A chooses B and B chooses C,
there is always the possibility and problem that C will reject A.
Some of those*problems may be minimized however if the mem-
bers of the available pool have considerable knowledge of and in-
teraction with the other; members of the pool prior to group as-
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signrnent (as has been the case with the astronaut corp in the
past). Thic technique certainly warrants consideration and de-
serves further research to validate more completely what exactly
are the advantages and limitations.
Trainin;': as Selection
The potential use of the peer nomination technique brings up
and important point 'regarding the various phases of the selection
program. Traditionally, distinct phases of selection and. subse-
quent training have been conducted rather independently. .In the
case of long term mission selection procedures it may prove use-
ful to formulate a more interactive approach to these areas of
mission preparation. That is, training could be used as a more
direct approach to the question of selection at least on a, mis-
sion by mission basis. The selection of an astronaut should not
be complete once training begins, but rather viev/ed as an initial
step v;ith the actual training considered to be an ongoing selec-
tion process in depth. By continuing to assess performance through-
out the training period v;e could generate a considerably .more com-
prehensive picture of each individual than that afforded by the
several hours of testing employed in the initial screening tests.
Despite the competence of those v/ho passed high on the initial
psychological screening tests, everyone has a breaking point. We
are much more likely to gain an accurate estimate of this point by
assessing the individual throughout the rigors of a strenous train-
ing program. What better v/ay, for example, to observe and measure
the social abilities, intra-team conflicts and cohesiveness, as
v;ell as the range of the individual to handle .mergency problems
than by assessing these factors during the actual training for
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flight. Under these conditions it would seem that peer nomina-
ticr.s v/ould be a vary valuable tool in the formation of groups,
plus v;e would have a strong baseline of sociornetric data v/ith
v.'hich to assess the later effects of extended spacef light condi-
tions upon the finally selected group and its individuals. By
observing different combinations of individuals attempting to
solve problems and maintain performance under the stresses of
training v;e v/ould have a ready made laboratory for making judge-
ments as to which individuals see.vn to v/ork best together and which
have the potential to remain effective during long term flight.
If behavioral scientists could be included in this process
it v;ould also establish a desirable link between crew and ground
control during training that could prove helpful should any pro-
blems of a spychological nature occur during the .mission.. As dis-
cussed in the Crisis Chapter, there v/ill be a need for an on-call •
therapist to be available for telecommunication contact with crew
members in the event that any psyche-social problems do occur in
flight. V/hat better way to establish the necessary rapport than
to involve the behavioral scientists/clinicians v/ith the crew dur-
ing the course of training. The approach has been strongly ad-
vocated by many psychologists and psychiatrists involved in the
early stages of the Manned Space Program (85).
Situational
One technique v/hich could be used both during the initial
screening period and during later training pases is situational
•
testing. This procedure could serve as a valuable link between
the concept of training as selection and the more traditional ap-
proach of pencil and pap'or tost battery assessment. Actually,
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situational tec-ting encompasses a wide range of possible techni-
ques v;!iicii could bo a welcoiyio addition to our current selection
procedures. Some of these possiblities are outlined below.
The advent of situational testing is usually traced to the
development of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS, 9^-> 95>)
which was responsible for the selection of intelligence agents
during the 19^ -0's. While the exact content of the program varied
slightly across -a several year period the core program involved a
several day intensive psychological assessment of individuals in
groups of 13. Included in the program were a number of standard
psychological tests, and extensive life history questionnaire and
interview, and a number of ingenious tasks employed to permit ob-
servation and quantification of the person's overall capabilities
from a more holistic, practical perspective htan otherwise permit-
ted by the other previously mentioned instruments. One of the bet-
ter known of the situational tests was the Brook Test.
Brook test. In this situation a group os six candidates was
taken to a shallow brook (explained to be a raging, deep river)
whose bands were eight feet apart. On one bank was a heavy rock
(assigned to be a box of percussion caps), on the other a log'
(assigned to be a delicate range finder). There were trees along
both bands and a number of -short boards, three lengths of rope,
a pulley, and a barrel v/ith both ends knocked out on the side of
the river where the candidates began. Their task in' this situa-
tion v/as to transport the range finder (log) to the far bank and
to bring the caps '(rock) back to the starting side along v/ith all
personnel "and any material used.
This particular situational test nrovides a ^ood example of
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the conditions important to these type of tests in general.
First, it ia a ieaderlosa group. It v/Duld be particularly easy
to determine how the group could quickly form who v/ould be the
leader(s), and to distinguish between asserted and effective lead-
ership. It vertainly provides plenty of opporunity to gather so-
cioraetric data regarding the interactions and coordination of the
various individuals within the group. Also, it would, provide the
opportunity to rate candidates on such variables as energy and
initiative, effective intelligence, social relations, and physi-
cal ability.
Another point about this particular situation was the time
constraint. • Given that everyone felt pressured to complete the
task, as rapidly as possible how v/ould different individuals per-
form under stress? V/hat effect v/ould the time parameter have on
the group's performance and that of individuals?,
Several of these leaderless conditions were employed by the
OSS. Even sonething as siraple as a leaderless group discussion
proved, to be useful, in assessing leadership, effective, intelli-
gence, energy and initiative, social relations, etc.
Construction test. To further measure resistance to stress
and frustration tolerance an innovative test known as the Construc-
tion Test was devised. Here the candidate was required to direct
the work of two helpers (role playing assessment staff members) in
constructing a five- foot cube structure from a huge "tinker-toy"
set of .materials within a 10 minute interval. All of the work
had to be done by "Kippy (passive, sluggish, and something of a
stuvbleburn) and Buster (aggressive, critical, constantly making
impractical suggestions) the role playing assessment team members
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under the supervision of the; candidate. In the history of the
progr;v...., ;:o 0::c ov-;.- co::plu bo-:! !;!:•;/ task in the allotocl time.
Most applicants became so involved and so frustrated they had dif-
ficulty handling the situation and their anger. A fev; physically
attacked their helpers, and some asked to be relieved from the
program after this exercise.
Many of the characteristics measured in these situations
are certainly ones v;e would consider necessary to assess for
long term apace flight crew members. Indeed it is not difficult
to imagine that these situations could be altered to .more closely
simulate events v/hich might occur in-flight and thereby provide
some dynamic observations as to hov/ potential crew members might
deal v;ith certain em.ergenices, problem solving clilemas, or deli-
cate- social matters. Some of this idea v/as even partially em-
ployed during our original astronaut selection program. There
v/ere certain psychological tasks (such as the mechanical reaction
time box or the requirement that each candidate immerse his hand
in ice v/ater) _ancl physiological procedures (load, tests, etc) which
served the purpose of giving investigators first hand information
on the stress and frustration tolerance of the candidates (43).
This approach could be significantly expanded to provide .more ex-
tensive observation of hov/ candidates respond under conditions
simulating tho.se perhaps likely to occur in space.
There v/as one other task employed in the original astronaut
selection procedure that deserves mention at this point. It
could, serve the aaVthe foundation for a type of s'ituational test.
This v/as the snesory deprivation experiment (34). Originally there
v/as some co'ncern by scientists that v;eightlessness might produce
•
 ;
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a type of reduce sensory input leading to the types of symptoms
v;ell validated in laboratory experiments of extreme sensory and
perceptual deprivation. Astronaut candidates were therefore ex-
posed to a sensory deprivation condition to assess their tolerance
to such a condition if it did. occur in space. While basically a
very good idea they were only exposed for three hours, Most stu-
dies (96) indicate that a critical period is .more like three or
four days. Ho-t -only was the period used far too brief to observe
any crucial adaptation problems but most 6£ the men were so worn
down from a hectic week of day night testing that this three hours
carne as a welcomed relief.
Given that many of the symptoms which occur during long win-
tering-over periods in the Antarctic (perhaps analogous to many
of the conditions expected for long term space travel) have proved
to be similar in some ways to those seen in subjects exposed to
laboratory sensory deprivation conditions it seems fruitful (if not
essentail) to include a test of sensory deprivation tolerance in
our selection procedure. Perhaps it could.be worked into a group
procedure further permitting the assessment of social relations
like, those permitted by other situational tests.
Assessment. Center Methodology
Since the use of situational testing by the OSS, this proce-
dure, combined with more traditional approaches to assessment, has
formed the core of an ever growing global methodology generically
known as assessment center methodology. First adapted for use in
American industry *as an aid to the line organization in the selec-
tion of high-potential, employees by American Telephone and Tele-
graph. Company in the 1950*3, it has expanded, to 'nearly all situa-
f ;
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tions in v/hich assessment procedures- are necessary to identify an
individual'o strong^ ;:; a.K;'development needs, while it is hea.vily
employed by business to aid in the evaluation of potential candi-
dates for various types and levels of supervisory and .management
positions it has also been used in many other contexts. For ex-
ample, by 1976 five colleges and universities, including the Gradu-
ate School of Business at Stanford University, v/ere using the as-
sessment center -.method as part of their regular curriculum. V/ith-
in government, the Federal Aeronautics Adminstration, the United
.States Air Force and Array, the Internal Revenue Service,, and the
Civil Service Administration for the Office of Management and the
Budget have all used this approach to assess various level of per-
sonnel, oeferal reports have been issued which indicate that the
data generated from thi.7 approach has solid validity (97~99) and
can be conducted v:ith good reliability. Let us briefly discuss
some of the defining features of the assessment center approach.
The first, and certainly a crucial factor, in the use of this
method is a clear- and concise analysis of the relevant .job beha-
viors to be analyzed. This may be accomplished through specific
preparatory research (perhaps using factor analysis techniques)
or through collaborative negotiations betv/een assessment center
staff and the administration of the organization employing the
services.
Next, there is a heavy emphasis on multiple assessment of
the candidates. At least one (but usually more) of' the techni-
ques used must involve a simulation. Situation tosts may include
group exercies, in-basket exercies, and fact-finding exercies
*
(tc be discussed in a following section). Other techniques may
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include pencil-and-paper test batteries, interviews, question-
naires , etc.
One important point is the use of multiple assessors. Through-
out the tost period, particularly during situational testing, se-
veral trained assessors observe and rate according to objective
behavioral categories the dimensions of behavior considered im-
portant based on the job analysis•previously determined. Also,
judgements resulting in an evaluative outcome at the conclusion
of testing is based on pooling information from assessors and tech-
niques. An overall.evaluation of behavior is made by assessors
at a separate time from observation of behavior and one single
report is generated which represents an agreement among assessors
on the. relevant findings and their interpretation. This is an
important feature. The most reliable and .valid index of perfor-
mance offered by assessment center methodology is this overall
evaluative score.
Finally, the center, also provides feedback to the candidates
(where desirable and appropriate) and management as to the data
generated. These sessions can be used for generating nev; person-
nel approaches to compensate and enhance employee performance
and. to give the applicant direct feedback regarding their strengths
and areas of needed improvement.
Overall, there are some positive analogies between this ap-
proach and. that used in our astronaut selection to date. There
has always been an emphasis on using multiple assessment techni-
ques (e.g., test Uatterios, interviews, stress testing, etc.).
*
Here it would seem that the inclusion of more situational testing
would strengthen the approach, particularly given the increasing
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neecl to measure social factors. We have made use of multiple as-
sessors and single overall evaulation reports and ratings (.indeed,
our rr.ost valide treasure of performance proved to be the overall
evaluation score (33)). It would seein that the current approach
is a solid, one if we expand the selection rpocedure to'include
more simulation tests and more emphasis on social factors. It
might prove useful to Model our own selection procedure after that
of the. assessment center methodology. Few changes would need to
be made and we would, be able to directly tap into the data avail-
able from other selections to increase our own validity and re-
liability. Since the assessment center .methodology makes heavy
use of situational testing, let us return to this topic once more
and detail some of the techniques which have developed since the
days'of OSS.
In-basket exercises. This task involves providing the can-
didate with selected, background material and references and a pack-
age of problems which have built-in priorities, relationships,
ana required decision making. A specified amount of time is al-
lowed for the assessee to work on the problems during which they
are observed and rated. The actual written material produced can
be later analyzed on a number of dimensions such as organization
and planning, decisiveness, use of delegation, etc. to yield mea-
sures of performance (100). Such a test could easily be modified
for use in astronaut selection where important command decisions
must be dealt with effectively.
Group exerciser.^. These tasks often involve a leaderless si-
tuation (similar to those used, by the OSS). Two tasks in parti-
•
cular seem relevant .to the assessment of astronauts. In one si-
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tua.tion a group of candidates are given an ambiguous situation
r.ncl asked bo discuoo its ramifications. They they must genera.te
specific solutions a:id u'pysroacii-cjs to coping with the problem.
This test can be a good measure of group problem solving ability.
It also permits assessors to examine creativity, social tact, co-
operativeness, etc. A similar situational ta.sk can be arranged
to examine behavior in a competitive situation. A group can be
formed where the task requires the individuals to compete against
each, other toward some perspective goal. The use of the coopera-
tive and the competitive conditions could be especially enlighten-
ing for astronaut selection as it would permit assessment of in-
dividual motivation and drive for achievement as well as the per-
son's ability to subordinate to the needs and goals of the group.
Comments on Selection Procedures
The preceding sections have outlined some of the strengths .
and Y/ e a kn a. '•;£€-?; of -the assessment procedure and the assessment
instruments currently used for astronaut selection. Those points
discussed with regard to assessment center methodology provide
an ideal outline for future assessment of crews destined for long
term missions: l) define job related dimensions of behavior to-
be assessed (this might proceed from a consideration of traits
necessary to the individual and traits necessary to the group) ,
2) employ multiple assessment (this would include pencil-and-pa-
per test batteries, stress tests, exposure to sensory deprivation,
training as selection, situational testingj etc.), 3) employ nrnl-
•
tiple assessors ub*ing objective behavioral rating scales, and £(-)
issue an overall report and rating which represents the input of
all testing personnel involved, v/e have a solid assessment pro-
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cedure established fror: previous astronaut selection programs.
!>>v/ onr t:?.:;!;. armr ;•;;<:•:'; to be O:.LO of expanding and modifying thai:,
procedure to sore thoroughly investigate individuals from a group
perspective and with an emphasis on the necessary traits compatible
.v.'ith long term .missions.
Training Procedures
One purpose of careful candidate selection is to minimize
the training requirements. However, the tjremend.ous complexities
involved in space flight and the continuing improvements in en-
gineering hardv/are and scientific procedures make the task of
training even1 the highly selected astronaut a formidable one.
One v;ay to approach the task of developing any training program
i - to first determine v/hat job related behaviors and. abilities
v/ill be required. Voas (101) has outlined these .requirements
for the astronaut program as demanded by Project Mercury (although
this analysis seems equally appropriate for the later U. 3. rrii-
sions flown): 1) "programming" or monitorying the sequence -of
vehicle operations during launch, orbit, and reentry; 2) systems
r.an.gaement, the monitoring and operation of the onboard, systems
such as the environmental control, the electrical system, the
communications systems, and so forth; 3) the vehicle attitude con-
trol, .'f) navigation; 5) communications; *6) research and evalua-
tion. Based on these requirment astronaut training programs have
revolved around the following areas of learning and skill main-
tenance: 1) vehic'ie-operation; 2) knowledge of space sciences;
»
3) familiarisation v/ith space flight conditions; if.) ground acti-
vities; and 5) maintenance of flights skills and athletic condi-
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tion.
V/hile the/so areas o? training \vill probably continue to be
important for future long term flights, it is also important that
V7e reexatnine and expand our analysis''of the job requirements and
necessary training procedures involved in longer duration .mis-
sions. None of the above descriptions outlined by Voas include
any mention of the psychological demands of long term isolation
and confinement or the problems of constrained social interactions.
The Missions demands and training requirements which evolve from
this aspect of space are the point of this section of the chapter.
Some of the other important issues related to training needs
can be found in several other chapters (e.g., counter-measures re-
lated to bion-adical factors are discussed in the Biornedical Chap-
ter, stress and fear training; issues in the Performance and Cri-
sis Management sections, rotational leadership and need for leader-
ship training in the Organization and Management Chapter). Here
v/e deal with some of the advantages and disadvantages of the cur-
rent astronaut training program and the areas needing expansion to
help crews to effectively deal with the psychosocial dimension
of space travel.
Group Social Awareness Training
As pointed out learlier in this chapter, the need for group
compatibility way prove to be critical issue in the survival and
operation of crows in space. One suggestion which has been of-
fered by investigators (102, 103) to help illuminate various di-
•
rnensicns of incompa-tbility prior to flight is the use of sensi-
tivity braining. .Such a technique was used by Dunlap ('48) prior
to an investigation of a Tour-man crew of college students to be
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confined in the Douglas .Space Cabin Simulator. Dunlap states
that oenaitivity u }.•;.;! ain:; ''accelerated the acquaintanceship pro-
cess, exposed potential sources of interpersonal friction, pro-
vided understanding of interpersonal problems, and imparted tech-
niques for controlling frictions that do arise." While there does
appear to be a need for some type of vehicle by which to help
crev.'G deal v.'ith group interactional processes in space we -must
question whether- sensitivity training is the best of mechanisms
available and v/hat exactly would be the. role of sensitivity train-
ing. There seem to be at least two potential directions one might
take in using sensitivity training. One would- be -to expose the
potential problems' of incompatibility within a group for use as
important information in the selection of group members. Another
would be its use in ironing out antagonisms prior to flight, .sen-
sitizing individuals to potentially hazardous areas of interac-
tion, and otherwise accelerating the familiarization process prior
to the mission. While each of these intents seem reasonable there
are several potential problems in using sensitivity training to
accomplish these goals. First, \ve know from previous laboratory
research that one of the phenomena which occur during confined
isolation is a greatly increased acquaintanceship process (50,
104). The overexposure of individuals clearly leads to the re-
velation of more personal information and greater depth of in-
timate communication. Even in as short a time as 10 days, iso-
lated dyad, members have revealed personal information at an inti- •
tr.acy level approximating what they had revealed to their best
friends. This rapid acquaintanceship leads to the telling of
•
favority stories, displays of personal idiosyncracies, and the
:
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revelation of personal information to the point of boredom and
irritation. Thoro, v/o i.-.ust question whether spoeding up this
process even further prior to an actual .mission is desirable.
Perhaps within the constraints of a safe, therapeudic atmosphere
coping with this process before hand will decrease irritations
during missions. On the other hand, would such a process merely
add to the otherwlr-e complicated and annoying problems of overex-
posure and bore dors: during the actual mission? Dunlap found the
technique to be helpful prior to .mission lengths of 3> 12, 18,
and 30 days, but these are relatively short periods and the find-
ings may not be entirely relevant to missions of much greater
length. On the ether hand, these confinement periods are corn-
pars.ble to those used in laboratory studies of isolation in which
the acquaintanceship process has been shown to rapidly-increase.
There is simply not sufficient data to fully answer the question
at this time. Further research should bo directed at this issue.
At least one other question regarding the use of sensitivity
training has been raised. Back (105) points out that the cur-
rent astronauts place very heavy emphasis on being professional
and upon the work requirements of missions. We also know from
studies of.groups under isolated conditions that meaningful work
is a. primary factor in mitigating some of the stresses of the si-
tuation (105). Back feels that sensitivity training might actu-
ally be detrimental, because it v/ould. detract from an emphasis on
the work roles of crew members. As he points out, astronauts cur-
rently do not volunteer to find friends or to have a group ex-
perience, and emphasizing this aspect may make them less able to
structure relationships j_n tc-rnss of their work.
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V/hile the role of \vor1r. lias certainly been (and will 0:2) a
fundamental aspect: of space flight missions, fucuro aGtrcnautc
y^ay need to b-3 selected for prowess in social abilities. V/hile
v;ork is important, disruption and antagoniG.ni v/ithin the group
could certainly be detrimental to performance. Rolirer (106) has
observed that social ostracism in the Antarctic sometimes results
in the "long eye" characterized, by long periods of Inactivity or
aimless repetition of simple tasks. It appears that in these con-
ditions unfavorable group rapport has r.iore of a demoralizing ef-
fect on work than the ability of work to compensate for strained
social relations. Still, Back's point is an interesting one that
deserves research and consideration.
The issue of sensitivity training for space crews seems to
be in need of further research before its role and usefulness can
be fully detailed. It does seem that it could be- a useful selec-
tion technique to aid'in composing groups, but whether it is also
of va.lue in increasing group compatibility and cohesiveness, de-
creasing individual hostilities, and enhancing the group process
in-flight remains to be seen.
It is our position that so;1.::-; sort of group social awareness
training would be a useful feature of future training programs.
However, the emphasis would be placed on better learning to deal
with the personalities of individuals, coping with group discen-
sion, and otherv/ise becoming a more socially aware and tolerant
team riernber. This would not necessarily involve an increased ac-
quaintanceship prodess or the need for individuals to drudge up
personal deficits and painful experiences as a means for other
•
group sier-ibers to better understand the personal needs and desires
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of the individual.
One other possibility that deserves attention is the poten-
tial use of Gestclt therapy a.o part of training. One of the most
requently reported, dings in the study of silated groups in the
Antarctic is the rise in psychosomatid disorders which occur (10?).
Chief among these seems to be migraine headaches,and muscular
soreness. Weybrev; (108) reported similar problems for .men aboard
the 83-day USS Triton moyage. An average of about 25 percent of
the? ::'.':;n on any given day had headaches of an undetermined origin.
These findings are probably related to the increased constraints
of social interactions.. Because the members of .most groups quickly
learn not to alienate one another, it is common for irritation,
hostility, and anger to be internalized rather than overtly ex-
pressed. Gestalt therapy L109) has proved to be a >^particularly
effective psychotherapeudic approach for dealing with anger and
its expression. Perhaps exposure to this type of technique during
training would be helpful for crew members when later problems of
internalized antagonism may occur. It is clear that some type of
outlet is needed to permit the.ventilation of accumulated annoy-
ances. This and. ether vehicles (access to psychotherapist via
communications syterns, training in stress reduction, etc.) should.
be explored further.
GroT.ro Training
One large iosue yet to bo dealt with is the degree of group
socialisation optimal prior to long term missions. How well and
ho-7 closely should *crev/s knov; each other prior to flying together,
during a long duration .flight? This harkens back to the question
addressed in the previous section on the possible advantages and
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disadvantages of sensitivity and/or group social awareness train-
ing. Clearly, there are advantages' to having crews be very fa-
milar v;ith each other and able to 'function as a cohesive group
prior to the mission. Such an approach would-permit us to observe
the group and better determine whether individual conflicts might
occur and to deal v;ith these prior to the mission. Hopefully,
it would also promote a group espirit de corp helpful in sustain-
ing motivation. . We might also expect that .greater familarization
•might enhance greater tolerance.
On the other hand, overexposure of individuals prior to flight,
may add to in-flight monotony and potentially reduced social in-
teraction. There are few,'if any, instances in' the literature
where groups have been formed and working closely together for
long periods before being exposed to long term isolation. What
effect does prior group formation and cohesion have upon behavior
in isolation and how in turn does isolation affect the behavior of
laready well familarized individuals? Does the positive effect
of.previously achieved group cohesion minimize the problems of the
greatly increased acquaintanceship process ordinarily observed in
isolation or does it contribute to the problems of boredom and
.monotony? Such questions are important with respect to the train-
ing of crews for long term missions. In the past, a considerable
sr:;ount of astronaut training has not occurred as a group. The
astronaut's individual schedules have often been so diverse that
the only point of regular contact during the week is a special
astronaut corp meeting (Vi-) • Even then, many astronauts have been
t
unable to attend because of otherwise pressing demands. Looking
•
toward longer flights should a greater emphasis be placed on group
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training throughout the pro gram or should training proceed, as in
the past except for a very intense period of group training just
prior to the mission? Such fundamental questions will have to be
addressed before the exact nature'and scheduling of training can
be defined.
Froble.ni Solving l
One characteristic of astronauts which is and v/ill continue .
to be an important is a well developed problem solving skill. One
feature we have discussed as being an important facet to identify
duirng selection is this ability. "Individual problem soling can
take place on several levels, some easier to acquire or train than
others. For exrnple-, mechanical solutions can be achieved by trial
and error or by a rolte set of rules. Solutions can also be ot-
tained' by understanding principles involving a higher level of
thinking. Here tv/o phases are employed: l) discovering general
properties of a correct solution; and 2) generating functional so-
lution, j (110). A third type of problem solving ability has been
referred to as insight. This is said to occur when an ansv/er
suddenly appears after a period of unsuccessful thought. Each of
these three approaches to problem "solving--may-involve various-
types of thinking: 1) inductive (going from specific facts or
observations to general principles); 2) deductive (going from ge-
neral principles to specific situations); 3) logical ..(proceeding'
from given information to new conclusions on the basis of explicit
rules); or L) illogical (intuitive, associative, or personal).
The one area that 'ties together all of these concepts is the
study of creative thinking (111). Creativity involves all these
styles of thought • (in varying combinations') plus fluency (the to-
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tal range of thought), flexibility (the degree of ability'to shift
solution sets), and originality (the ability to generate novel
or unusal ideas).
Several tests have been devised, to measure creativity in-
cluding the Unusual Uses Test (v/iiere a person must describe as
many possible uses for an object as possible), the Consequences
Test (v/here a hypothetical condition is stated and the individual
must list as many reactions as possible), and the Anagrams Test
("/here subjects are given a v/ord and asked to .make as many nev;
words as possible by rearrnaging the letters). These tests vary
in their validity and reliability but do offer so objective in-
ference as to the degree of creative thinking a person possesses.
It might prove useful to include some combination of these tests
in the astronaut candidate test battery. A strong problem solving
ability v/ill certainly be an asset to those involved in long dura-
tion missions v/here the probability of problems occurring is much
greater.
Specific training the techniques of individual problem solv-
ing could be useful too. Attention could be focused on some of
the more common reasons for thinking errors: 1) inadequate infor-
mation; 2) rigid mental set; 3) difficulties v/ith logical reason-
ing; and /f) oversimplification.
There v;ill undoubtedly be occassions during v/hich group mem-
bers v/ill be faced v/ith problems that must, be dealt with at a
group level. The Organization Management Chapter reviews some
of the research dealing v/ith mien problems are best dealt v/ith
* •
by individuals and v/hen by groups. V-/hen the group process is in-
*
invoked prior training in different group problem solving techni-
. •' • '
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ques could prove useful. One such technique is known as brain-
storvri n-' (112).
The four basic rules of brci.instorming are listed below:
1. Criticism of an idea is absolutely barred. All eval-
uation is to be deferred until after the session.
2. Modification or combination v/ith other ideas is en-
couraged. Credit for ideas or keeping; them neat is de-
e.mphasisecl.
3. Quantity of ideas is sought. In the early stages of
brainstorm ing quatity is more important than quality.
.'-•-. Unusual, remote, or wild ideas'are sought.
Participants are encouraged to produce as many ideas as possible
by removing the threat of eavluation. Only! after a brainstorming
session is complete are ideas reconsidered and evaluated.
To this approach we .may add the suggestions of Parnes (113)
helpful in encouraging original thought: :
1. Consider other uses for all elements of ,.the problem.
2. Adapt. Consider how other objects, ideas, procedures,
or solutions -could be adapted to the present problem.
3. Modify. Consider changing anything and everything
that could be changed. ',
if. Magnify. Exaggerate everything you can think of.
Think on a grand scale.
5. Minify. Shrink the problem "down to size by.considering
the problem as if there were no differences between ele-
ment of the problem. ' :
6. Substitute. Examine how one object, idea, or proce-
dure could be substituted for another.
7. Rearrange. Break the problem into pieces and try
shuffling then.
3. Reverse. Consider reverse orders, opposites, and. turn
things inside'out. .
9. Combine. Consider all possible combinations of the ele-
ments of the problem.
Familarity and capacity to use these principles and the brain-
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storming technique (among others) could be an advantage for crews
in space (particularly the barring of evaluation during discussion
given the group pressures to narrow thinking and conform to group
norms as discussed in the Small Groups Dynamics Chapter).
Overtrainin-c
The issue of hov: to evaluate and facilitate problem solving
ability brings up the approach our current program has used in
helping candidates prepare for and cope -vith various types of pro-
blems, particularly emergencies or changes in flight plans. As
Ilubis and McLaughlin (31) summarise, overlearning of the mission
tasks to be performed,'extensive training in the diagnosis of and
means to deal with simulated system failures, and comprehensive
training in egress, escape, and survival techniques have all been
emphasized as v/ays of building confidence, reducing and controlling
anxiety, and minimizing potential problems which might occur in-
flight. There is -no question but v/hat this has been a valuable
facet of astronaut training given the many emergencies that have
occurred in-flight and the expertise \vith v/hich the astronauts
have dealt v;ith them. Hov/evor, in anticipation of future longer
duration missions -there are some .potential, problems v/ith such a
comprehensive overtraining approach that deserve attention.
One of the greatest problems v;hich occurs in confined, iso-
lated settings is monotony and boredome. Levine (llij.), in a .
review of submarine and. Antarctic studies, comments that the
boredom so often felt exists in spite of the fact that numerous
facilities are available to alleviate such a condition. Aero-
space studies have reported similar findings (115> 116). This
problem seems to bo" particularly prevalent v/lien meaningful v/ork
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has been learned well enough for it to "become routine.• Given
the extreme ii/rccrcanco that isolated iridiviclualo place on stimu-
lating, challenging, meaninful work, we oust at least question
whether a rigorous overtraining program night reduce the interest
value of mission responsibilities during a long duration flight.
Great caution must be taken not to add to the laready great pro-
spects for monotony and boredom \vhich exists for a. long term mis-
sion. This has .not been a problem for short term flights, but
even here there has been occassional signs that even some pre-
vious astronauts have found flight preparations, and pre-flight
count down (a period we might normally assume to be highly arous-
ing) to be less than stimulating. For example, prior to the de-
parture of the last Mercury Project flight, Gordon Cooper fell
asleep inside the capsule during.a long hold before lift-off (62).
As the novelty and excitement of space flight decreases and
flight operations become more routine the possibility that over-
training might erode the positive effects of .meaninful work in
space should, be considered. At least one unique compromise can
be suggested for how to deal with this possibility. Perhaps the
approach of overtraining those tasks considered absolutely cru-
cial for mission success could be continued while the learning
of less important procedures could be scheduled in-flight. If
it were possible to a.ctually schedule some of the training exor-
cises and academic material learning during the flight itself,
*
the additional challenge and stimulation of meaningful work would
still be available*. This possibility would seem particularly
»
plausible during cruise phases of missions, where only routine
•
duty tasks are required and. little in the way of important mis-
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sion goals are involved. It would appear that some combination
of pro-flight overtraining and in-flight scheduled training would
ensure mission integrity and yet provide more of that all impor-
tant factor for individuals in isolation: .meaningful work.
One issue here that would have to be researched further is
the degree to y/hich motivational declines in isolation might
reduce the degree and efficiency of learning/training scheduled
in-flight. Levino (11^ ) lias observed that among isolated indivi-
duals f0\v, if any, complete correspondence projects brought \vitli
them for the expressed purpose of filling long duty free periods
with meaningful v/ork. On the other hand, laboratory investiga-
tors such as Rogers (11?) who have specifically assigned learn.-
ing materials to be completed during isolation have found them to .
be useful as meaningful work and have, observed no reduction in
quality during relatively brief periods of confinement. The key
here say be to ensure that a requirement to complete certain learn-
ing tasks or training procedures be built into the program so
that it is considered an integral and. necessary phase of the in-
flight mission. Such external structure may be v/hat is lacking
/
among other isolated crews and. could be a partial explanation
for v/hy so few projects are completed by otherwise ambitious and
achievement oriented individuals.
Cross Training vs. Specific Training
The approach which has been taken in astronaut training to
date emphasises cross training each individual crew member on a
•
variety of tasks.* That is, all team members are trained to be
proficient with the majority of flight requirements. On the other
hand, a speciality'area'is assigned to each astronaut requiring
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•additional personalised training and information (101). The ad-
vantages of this approach are clear. 3ach team .member has cer-
tain responsibilities for which- they are primarily responsible, .
but other crew members are also knowledable in these areas and
could serve as back ups in the event that one or .more indivi-
duals were unable to perform their duties.
This approach has strong meir particularly as v/e" approach
the Space Shuttle era in which individual crew .member responsi-
bilities will became even more specialized. There is one poten-
tial difficulty we should be aware of that could generate fric-
tion among crew members. Sohrer (106) has observed that among
Antarctic community members "the occupational role becomes highly
valued by the man, and he guards very jealously the work activi-
ties attendant to that role" . It would seem that specialized, du-
ties are very important to individuals in isolation. This brings
up the question of how .much cross-training and/or specialized train-
ing should be employed. On the one hand specialized training and
duties seem to be important for crews, and yet in the' event that
an individual cannot adequately perform their duties a well trained
back up team member would also seem to be critical. These issues
also pose problems for the- notion of rotational crew duties. A
not implausible notion can bo drawn from the isolation literature
that rotating crew duties might help alleviate boredom and satia-
tion of interest in any particular duty requirement. However,
the issue of possessive-ness around work duties clouds this idea
and suggests an important planning and research topic. The litera-
ture is clear that when the work rolos of each member are unique
•
and relatively indispensable;, each individual in valued and ac-
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capted, social interactions become, positively oriented, and group
nchesiveness is increased (10S, 118). However, whan work roles
are not clearly delineated group productivity may suffer (119)>
anxiety may develop (120) and a low opinion of one's effective-
ness may occur (121). The implication of these findings for'cross-
'training vs. specialized training, and for "rotational crew duties
deserves further consideration and research.
Comments -on Training Issues
From this and other chapters it is clear that the degree
and additional types of training needed for long term space crews
is significantly different than that used in the past. Also, the
scheduling and emphases of training may be changed based on is-
sues specific to the isolation confinement of long term missions,
i'lov; we proceed with this will certainly depend upon research yet
to be conducted. ;
One concept we might consider is the idea of a life-time as-
tronaut program. Its .members could be sleeted for a long term
committment with the space .program with actual missions entailing
only a small portion of the actual time in the program. Such an
approach would provide -us with the flexibility to conduct .the
type of awesome selection and training phases which may be neces-
sary for the success of flight;:;. Given the enormous expense of
a long term mission we cannot afford to leavo any stone.unturned'
in researching and resolving the many issues inherent in such a
program.
•
A life time astronaut corp might involve many phases beyond
initial selection specific mission training. For example, crew
.members without prior experience in isolated set-tings might be
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given a year long assignment in the Antarctic, tfhat better way
to simulate the Txroblom?:; of social life in space than to experience
such difficulties first hand.
Another feature .might be the ir.yolve.aent of previously flov/n
Ion-]: terrr: mission .crev/s in the seledtion and training of future
crews. We in fact have already instigated this approach in our
current spa.ce program. Selection of Apollo, Gemini, and. Sky lab
crev/s included the involvement of astronauts previously selected
and acquainted v/ith the conditions of NASA training and space flight
itself. (ZfJ,, ifi,.).
One final point .regarding astronaut selection and training
needs to be made, '/men considering the many issues of space-
flight already knovrn and yet to be addressed one ultimate note
seems to continually resound throughout the literature: select
end train a superior crev/ and all other factors v.d.11 be minimised.
Indeed as v/e pointed out at the beginning of this chapter a great
number of potential problems in space can be reduced to the issue
of hov/ good is the crev; and hov/ v/e 11 can v/e select and train a
mission team. This focus places considerable pressure on re-
searchers to address the many questions of hov; to select and train
astronauts for space. There are sufficient uncertainties at pre-
sent regarding our ability anticipate all the problems of space
and. to deal v/ith them effectively. For this re "son1 v/e must be
able to select and equip the best possible group v/ith'' the know-
ledge and training necessary to deal v/ith the expected and the
unexpected as is humanly possible. Selection and training must
*
become a primary focus of future research if v/e are to accomplish
this "oal.
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SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL PLANNING AND RESEARCH ISSUES
The adequacy of our current astronaut selection and train-
ing program has been repeatedly born out by the success of U. S.
missions to date. Reliance upon action oriented, extroverted,
emotionally distant individuals exposed to extensive overtrain-
ing procedures has proved to be of significant value to the suc-
cess rate of the relatively brief missions of the Manned Space
Program. However, there is considerable uncertainty as to how
v/ell the features of this situation can be effectively genera-
lized to future long term missions o'f greater complexity and
greater crew heterogeneity. Several key issues demand further
research and planning as discussed below.
As the size and heterogeneity of crews increases the focus
of our attention must be shifted away from an individual orien-
tation to an emphasis on groups. So far we have concentrated
primarily on identifying and training individual for missions.
For future flights the ability of the group to function as a
compatible, cohesive whole will be a major requirement thus
the need for a group orientation. This radical sift from the
individual to the group level poses many questions regarding -how
to best select and train candidates for group missions. For
example, we have almost no data regarding mixed gender groups
in isolation. With women entering the astronaut corp we have
an immediate need to understand what effects this may have on
group formation and functioning, leadership roles and effec-
tiveness, social, work, and morale levels. Further research
is also need to investigate physiologically determined changes
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in space and how these may affect psychophysiologic functioning
among female crew members.
We also have only sparse data on the functioning of inter-
national communities in isolation. As we look forward future
international efforts in space we can anticipate problems with
language and cultural differences arid how they may impact group
functioning in isolation. We have only begun to even consider
these questions and will have many issues around how to select
and train individuals from widely divergent backgrounds for fu-
ture flights. This is an area we will have to make an important
one. for future research .and planning.
For the present, we are more directly faced with the issues
of determining what types of characteristics will be most impor-
tant for group members in space. There appear to be some sig-
nificant differences between those individuals best suited to
the rigors of isolation and confinement and the types of astro-
naut proven to be so effective for short term missions. Several
approaches have been proposed in categorizing the traits of the
adaptive group member. One approach focuses on factor analytic
studies of traits endigeneous to those who have scored well on
supervisor, self-, and peer-ratings in naturally isolated set-
tings such as the Antarctic. While these studies give us impor-
tant data on what individual charcteristics are important -post
hoc the list of variables is long and complicated and does not
lend itself easily to our own practical needs for space crew se-
lection. It does, however, point out that a number of demo»-
graphic, attitudinal, and experential factors interact as an ag-
gregate in permitting the -well adapted individual the flexibi-
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lity, ego strength, tolerance, etc. to survive the problems
cf isolated group confineiaento One important point from this
research area stems from the finding that different character-
istics are predictive of success as a function of different oc-
cupational/professional orientations/backgrounds. The fact that
some traits appear to be an asset at some levels of professional
expertise, but a liability at others suggests that we may have
to reassess our ability to develop a common set of selection
criteria for all professional classification crew members. For
example, the characteristics which define an adaptable astronaut
pilot may or may not be the same as those predictive of success
among scientist astronauts. Our own space related data in this
area does suggest that there are important differences between
the personnel within these categories that could lead to con-
flict and/or differential indicators of success in long term
missions. While it does not appear that the post hoc factor
analytic approach can provide all the answers of whom to select
it does provide us with an important database with which to for-
mulate our ov/n selection program. While it is implicit in the
interpretation of this data that somehow those individuals who
adapt best must by nature be adequate group members this approach
still appears to focus too heavily on the individual rather than
the group level.
A second approach to the definition of adaptability of crews
«
comes from laboratory research on group compatibility. Piti-
fully little has really been done with this notion. While many
investigators recognize the need to compose groups with compa-
tible individuals relatively few studies have actually investi-
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gated v;hat dimensions might be most important and what similari-
ties and/or differences between individuals along these dimen-
sions might define compatibility. The most technically specific
series of studies in this area has defined dogmatism, dominance,
and needs for affiliation and achievement as four such impor-
tant dimensions. There is considerable evidence to indicate
that incompatibility along these lines does result in poor group
functioning in isolation,, There are probably other dimensions
we should explore as well. This line of research certainly de-
serves considerably greater expansion, but our first efforts
must be focused on better determining what dimensions may be most
important. This might be addressed via the factor analytic me-
thod previously discussed. If we could combine these two ap-
proaches it might permit us to first assess .what group compa-
tibility factors might theoretically be most important and then
to actually investigate whether these dimensions of compatibi-
lity do lead to differential success of groups in isolation.
Such information would certainly be valuable in formulating fu-
ture approaches to crew-selection.
The third appeoach to group coordination which has been of>
fered seeks to identify certain core traits at the individual
level which are most adaptive to the conditions of group inter-
action. The concepts of androgyny and non-competitive work mo-
tivation have been discussed as possible features of the indivi-
dual which may be adaptive at the group level. There is evidence
to indicate that androgynous, non-competitive work oriented in-
dividuals do fare well in groups. Unfortunately, this approach
has not been extended to groups in isolation and it remains to
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be seen whether these concepts have equally high validity under
these conditionso
It is our contention that the use of personality dimensions
is quite useful. However, there are many other dimensions along
which to assess the individual aside from sex role orientation.
It may prove useful to explore the introversion/extroversion di-
mension to discover if an "ambivert" personality exists who could
have greater abilities to deal with the simultaneous demands of
isolation and group interaction. Our point is that other dimen-
sions should also be explored to determine if a group of core
traits can be identified which will allow us to select group mem-
bers highly adapted to the unusual demands of long term space
flight.
While there are at least three broad approaches which have
been taken in determining what type of group member is best adapted
to the demands of isolated group living our ability to use this
data is only as good as our assessment instruments. We may well
be able to define the various traits or dimensions important for
selection, but if we do not have adequate assessment tools to
measure these characteristics across group candidates this data
becomes rather meaningless. To date we have relied primarily
on psychological test batteries involving various pencil-and-pa-
per tests designed to measure cognitive, motivational, and psy-
chosocial personality characteristics. Several points can be
raised regarding future implementation of these tools. First,
their assets usually lie in "selecting out" inappropriate can-
didates rather than giving us solid positive, "selecting in" ca-
pabilities. Their main prowess rests in quantifying pathology
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rather than normalcy. Furthermore, they do not give us any first
hand observable data on group processes. For this reason v/e ar-
gue that other types of tests be included to better illuminate
the social faculties of the candidates. These might include any
of the various situational tasks described in this chapter as
we11 as the simulation exercises normally associated with the
assessment center methodological approach. Our greatest con-
cern centers around how the individual functions as a group mem-
ber. Effective individuals .may or may not be effective group
members and our task is to view the individual from within the
structure of the group. For this reason, our assessment tools
must be expanded and modified to reflect this greater emphasis
on the group rather than the individual level.
One avenue of investigation which deserves further atten-
tion is the use of psychophysiological tests as measures of iso-
lation adaptability and problem solving capacity under stress.
Recent work in the field of lateralized brain functioning should
be explored to determine if any relevant concepts can be applied
to the selection of astronaut groups. If indeed hemispheric se-
paration of functions does lead to enhanced cognitive function-
ing, the ability to assess this characteristic could be a useful
tool for our selection procedure.
Also, further attention- should be directed toward the use
of perceptual modes-CNS functioning as a possible predictor of
sensory deprivation tolerance. The application of field depen-
dency tests should $e examined to determine their usefulness for
*
our purposes in selecting those most adapted to the rigors of
•
isolation and whether there is a general link between adaptabi-
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lity to sensory deprivation and the more molecular stimulus con-
straints of isolation and confinement.
In considering a neuropsychological approach to selection
there is considerable need for further information regarding dif-
ferential physical sensitivity to the stresses of space flight.
For example, research is needed to increase our understanding
of what factors contribute to space motion sickness. Identifi-
cation of the physical and psychological correlates of this phe-
nomenon would enhance our ability to more accurately select those
individuals with minimal sensitivity.
Along these same lines, we need a greater understanding of
the relationship between circadian rhythm flexibility and the
ability of the individual to work and sleep under stressful, de-
synchronis conditions. Those individuals -least susceptible to
the adverse effects of desynchronosis may prove to be more reli-
able during extended conditions influenced; by changes in diuunal
cycling both with respect to their work performance and as a so-
cial element of the group.
As we begin to focus more on group processes in long term
flight, and therefore .more on the selection of groups rather than
individuals, several important issues with respect to training
procedures will demand greater research and planning. One pro-
spect to be explored is the possibility of integrating more fully
the selection and training phases of the astronaut program.
While a candidate pool v/ill have to be drawn initially, from
•
there it may prove wise to consider mission training as an ex-
tension of final selection. By continuing to evaluate candidates
•
throughout training a more extensive (and hopefully useful) as-
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sessnent of the individual within the group could be made. It
might prove useful to implement peer nomination procedures dur-
ing final selection stages also to help in forming the most
readily acceptable group composition from among candidates. Si-
tuational testing could also be employed during the training pe-
riod both as a useful training technique for candidates, but
also as a further evaluative check of social capabilities among
the applicants» One type of situational test which might be
most relevant would be a group exposure to isolation.
In terms of the actual training to be conducted, it may
prove useful to employ some type of social awareness technique..
Some researchers have suggested sensitivity training. Others
have objected to this on the grounds that it diminishes the im-
portance of v/ork orientation. It is important that we determine
whether any type of group process training is desirable and if
so what the exact nature of this training should be.
Another type of training which we can suggest in prepara-
tion for long term missions entails proficiency with problem
solving techniques. First, there should be some clear guide-
lines established pre-flight as to v/hen individuals are to ad-
dress specific problems and whan a problem is to be approached
by the group as a whole. There are certain types of problems
which have been shown to be most advantageously approached by
each of these orientations and it is important that the crev/ be
aware of this breakdown (see Organization and Management Chapter
•
for details). At the individual level it may prove useful to
acquaint team members with the types of problem solving errors
•
most commonly encountered^ to familiarize individuals as to how
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to identify and rectify these varriers, and to introduce train-
ing methods to aid in generating new and creative solutions to
problems. At the group level, training could be instigated
using brainstorming procedures as an example, to enhance the
effectiveness of crev; problem solving capabilities. This pro-
cedure would seem to be especially productive given that eva-
luation of ideas is postponed until all ideas have been generated.
In theory this should help reduce group bias, pressure toward
conformity, and reliancy upon the ideas of specific individuals
i(all difficulties normally enhanced.by the narrowed socialjflexi-
bilities of group confinement). • i
The way in which we approach training v/ill also be impor-
tant. For example, in the past we have relied on overtraining
and overfamiliarization as a means of building crew confidence
i
and as a technique for anticipating as many potential problems
as possible. Now we must determine whether the use of overtrain-
ing may lead to such a reduction of interest in mission tasks
on-board that work will actually become boring, monotonous, and
add to the already reduced stimulation. We may wish to consider
scheduling some types of training in-flight. Those tasks most
crucial to mission success could still continue to be overtrained
pre-flight, but some learning would be required in-flight be
provide a source of challenging, stimulating, meaningful work.
Our approach to training must also consider the several is-
sues of specific versus cross training. Will we wish to conti-
•
nue the current procedure of training all crew members on the ma-
jority of mission tasks, but with each member responsible for
a different area of specialization? Research has shown that clear
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delineation of work roles is a necessity, for productivity and
morale in isolation. Individuals experiencing isolation become
highly possessive of their work roles and cling to their duties .
as a source of solidarity and stimulation in an otherwise mono-
tonous environment. This poses some important research questions
regarding the degree of specialization and cross training we
will wish to persue for long term missions. For example, will
we wish to focus .more heavily on specialization so that work
roles can be more clearly demarcated? If so, what effect will
the absense or work slow down of a particular crewperson have on
the overall performance of the group or their ability to take
up the slack? Will v/e want to explore rotational duties as a
means of providing stimulating and differing work on a periodic
basis so the individual does not "burn out" on any one particu-
lar set of tasks or assignments? If so, will such a rotational
procedure tend to decrease the ability of the individual to cling
to their own particular work as a source of individualized sa-
tisfaction and prestige? Given the overwhelming importance of
work and work roles as demonstrated in the isolation literature
it is clear that we must address these questions first before
we can most effectively define what the mission responsibilities
of individuals will be. In more abstract terms, our problem is
to aid the individual in establishing individualized ways of
satisfying needs for prestige, work satisfaction, and group ac-
ceptance while maintaining an emphasis on the overall work pro-
ductivity of the group and its ability to cohesively handle the
*
tasks of a mission at the molecular level. V/e must be careful
that emphasizing group performance (through cross training for
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example) does not detract from the accomplishments of the indi-
vidual or their ability to gain satisfaction with the duties to
be performed. At least with respect to work our emphasis will
need to be proportioned appropriately to reinforce the group as
a whole as well as the individual within the group. Lose of in-
dividual identity at this level could jeopardize individual es-
teem and satisfaction and therefore productivity. This is a
planning and research area that certainly demands further con-
sideration.
Another question about how we train our crews concerns the
degree of group training time to be used pre-flight. It can be
argued that crews which will need to work and relate with each
for long term missions should receive much of their training
together. Pre-flight time could be spent developing group mo-
rale, team coordination, and a sense of group orientation. Such
an emphasis might also serve to illuminate any potential group
social and/or working problems-before they surface in-flight.
On the other hand, we know relatively little about how the de-
velopment of a strong group pre-flight will affect the crew once
in flight. Will the already well developed acquaintanceship
process aggrvate or ameliorate problems of social boredom in
isolation? Will the types of alliances, friendships, and infor-
mal communication lines developed pre^flight continue or break-
down under the constancies of interaction in confinement? These
issues harken back to our lack of information regarding the ef-
fects of isolation t>n already well formed groups. Since v/e have
»
almost no data available to us on this subject it seems impera-
tive that one focus of future group isolation research be to in-
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vestigate the differences between previously formed groups ver-
sus nev/ly formed groups under conditions of isolation and con-
finement. This data is badly needed if we are going to effec-
tively address the questions of how and why to schedule group
time and training pre-flight.
While not a final solution to all of our problemss one sug-
gestion we can present is the consideration of a life time as-
tronaut corp. By selecting individuals for life sevice we could
employ them in research to answer many of our unresolved issues.
Experiments with group processes could be a phase of their duty.
They could also be stationed in naturally isolated settings for
training and for observation. Later they could be involved in
the selection process of future astronauts. It is clear that we
need some kind of structured, coherent research program within
.which to explore the many unanswered research ques'tions of long
term flight addressed in this and other chapters. Perhaps the
creation of a life time astronaut program would provide the foun-
dation for this venture.
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